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DEAR FELLOW WATCH ENTHUSIASTS,
Welcome to Issue No. 4 of Lettres du Brassus.
If you have been a subscriber to Lettres, I think that you will
notice a theme that spans this issue and the two issues
immediately preceding it. For the third issue in a row, we
are proud to introduce a major new Blancpain movement.
In Issue No. 2 we featured the eight day power reserve 13R0;
in Issue No. 3 it was the 1315 three barrel automatic calibre
that powers the Fifty Fathoms; and now in this issue we
highlight our new Blancpain Carrousel.
Our Carrousel feature story is much more than a description of a new movement. It has given us
the opportunity to tell a previously unspoken history of our Blancpain Flying Tourbillon. While it
has been well known that Blancpain’s tourbillon established a host of world firsts, including achieving the first flying tourbillon in a wrist watch, we have not previously spoken of famed watchmaker Vincent Calabrese’s collaboration with Blancpain in the development of that movement
twenty years ago. Now he has returned to establish new world records in the featured Carrousel
and to work on other exciting new projects as a full time Blancpain employee.
We can also say that our efforts in creating Lettres du Brassus have not gone unnoticed. As reported
in our News-Wire section, Lettres has been honored with no less than five publishing awards over
the past year including the first place Grand Award for best writing in all categories of publications
and first place Gold Award for magazines from the prestigious Mercury Awards world wide
competition; and the Silver Award for magazine layouts from the related Astrid Award competition.

Enjoy Issue No. 4!

Marc A. Hayek
President and CEO Blancpain
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NO HOLDS
BARRED II
A HISTORY OF HOW BLANCPAIN ASSEMBLED TWO DREAM TEAMS
TO SHATTER WORLD RECORDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ITS TOURBILLON AND NOW AGAIN WITH ITS CARROUSEL.

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

E

WITH PHOTOS FROM ANDREAS KOSCHATE

ver since the Summer Olympic Games

Blancpain assembled its dream team to

crossroads pointed to two very distinct

of 1992 in Barcelona when the term

develop its first tourbillon. Paired with its

development paths. One path followed a

was coined for a basketball team com-

movement developers was the inspira-

relatively conventional course - to the

prised of NBA All Stars, the expression

tional designer and watchmaker, Vincent

extent that any tourbillon development

“dream team” has cemented itself in the

Calabrese. The history of just how this

at the time could have been considered

lingua franca as a potent descriptor for

Blancpain watchmaking dream team

conventional. Keep in mind that unlike

one-off groupings of talent. Since then

came to set a bevy of world records twen-

today when it truly can be said that wrist-

there have been “dream teams of trial

ty five years ago, sets the stage for

watch tourbillons have proliferated, in

lawyers”, “dream teams of business man-

Blancpain’s latest creation, the Carrousel.

the 1980s precisely the opposite was true.

The key event occurred in the 1980s

All mechanical watchmaking was on the

when the tourbillon dream team had

ropes and complicated watchmaking was

There can be dream teams for watch-

worked themselves to a crossroads at the

particularly besieged. New tourbillons

makers as well. In the mid-1980s

mid-point of their design process. This

simply were not being developed any-

agers” and of course “dream teams” for
almost every sport imaginable.
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MARC A. HAYEK PERCEIVED THAT RISKS WOULD NEED TO BE
TAKEN IF MAGIC WAS TO BE REPEATED IN THE
CONCEPTION OF THE FIRST WRISTWATCH FLYING CARROUSEL.

where. Indeed, it is now estimated that, as

lon mechanism, because the top bridge

umphant posting of the originally antici-

of 1986, less than 1000 tourbillons, for the

has been removed); iii) the first one-

pated five world records related to the

entire watchmaking industry had been

minute flying tourbillon (because of the

flying tourbillon, but in the creation of a

constructed since their invention less than

difficulties associated with suspending the

design that notched one more world

two hundred years earlier. So tourbillons

tourbillon cage from a single cantilevered

record, for a total of six. The resulting

were far from ordinary and it is somewhat

support, and the friction on that sole sup-

conception was not only the world’s

unfair to apply the term “conventional”

port, the rotation speed in earlier pocket

thinnest tourbillon assembly but it

to any new conception, even if it were to

watch construction was slowed down to

achieved the longest power reserve ever

follow the outlines of earlier, established

five minutes); iv) the world’s first tourbil-

for a tourbillon - eight full days. Later,

designs.

lon to utilize ball bearings, instead of jew-

Blancpain added yet another record to

The second path which presented itself

els, for the supporting shaft of the tourbil-

the list when it debuted the automatic

was the creation of something truly revo-

lon cage; and v) the thinnest wristwatch in

version, the first automatic winding

lutionary. The dream team had before it a

the world to have achieved an eight day

tourbillon wristwatch in the world.

preliminary design, largely the product of

power reserve.

So what happens when, 25 years later,

Calabrese’s imagination, which would, in

There were enormous risks associated

the dream team is re-assembled? There is

one fell swoop, accomplish no less than

with the second path. Nobody had ever

abundant evidence that one rolls the dice

five world firsts for production series

attempted a tourbillon design feat this

when teams in any endeavour are re-unit-

watches: i) the world’s thinnest tourbillon;

difficult for a wristwatch before. How-

ed for a sequel. If there is real magic, real

ii) the world’s first wristwatch with a fly-

ever Calabrese’s enthusiasm was conta-

chemistry, the re-uniting of a dream team

ing tourbillon (conventional tourbillons

gious and Blancpain elected to under-

can produce sonic booms - Steve Jobs

are constructed with two bridges, one

take the challenge of revolutionizing

coming back to Apple to create the i-Pod;

above and one below, to support the

wristwatch tourbillon design. The dream

Robert Redford and Paul Newman re-

rotating shaft for the tourbillon cage; a

team had its green light for the no

uniting for The Sting, having done Butch

flying tourbillon is supported entirely by

holds barred approach. As students of

Cassidy previously. And then again,

one bridge below the cage, giving a com-

Blancpain history know, the team suc-

there are duds. No pop. No sizzle. The

pletely unobstructed view of the tourbil-

ceeded brilliantly, not only with a tri-

team labours and spits out a Trabant.
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MARKING THIS GROUNDBREAKING TIMEPIECE
AS TECHNICAL ART THERE IS NO SOLID DIAL
POSED BETWEEN THE UPPER PLATES AND THE OWNER.
Thus, success may be elusive with a redux.

years ago and the risks then taken and

escapement system (which consists of

Blancpain certainly had this in mind

another dip of the head towards Holly-

the escape wheel, balance wheel, spiral

when it joined with Vincent Calabrese to

wood naming conventions, the project

and anchor), and rotating it around a

revisit the subject of their triumph a quar-

could be seen as a sequel, fully meriting

fixed wheel. Thus, reduced to its most

ter century before. What could they con-

the Roman numeral “II”.

basic description, a tourbillon can be

jure together that would improve their

Barred II.

No Holds

thought of as rotation of the escape-

record-breaking conception of a tourbil-

Several flights of fancy came and went

lon? One thing was clear at the outset.

before the dream team settled on a

The object of rotating the escapement

Incremental tweaks, what Silicon Valley

design path every bit as revolutionary as

system is the cancellation of rate errors

would denominate as a version to the

the one pioneered in the 1980s. Why do a

caused by the effect of gravity on the

right of the dot, version 1.10 going to 1.20

tourbillon at all? Why not bring the carrousel

balance wheel and spiral in vertical posi-

or, worse, 1.15, were out of the question.

complication to the wristwatch in a way

tions. No matter how perfectly fabricat-

If the collaboration had shattered world

never done before - as a one minute carrousel?

ed, it is almost inevitably the case that

records in their first project, no matter

As before, multiple world firsts could be

the weight of the balance and spiral will

how good they might be in the second

established: i) the first one minute car-

not be perfectly distributed with rela-

project, if world records were not similar-

rousel in any kind of watch; ii) the first one

tion to the centre of each. That displace-

ly achieved anew, their creation would, in

minute carrousel in a wristwatch; iii) the

ment causes rate errors when the watch

comparison, inevitably carry with it a taint

first flying carrousel; iv) the first carrousel

is in a vertical position.

of mediocrity. So immediately it was seen

with the balance wheel centered in the

Consider this hypothetical. Imagine that

that the re-united dream team would be

cage; and v) the first carrousel to achieve a

the balance wheel is too heavy below the

working in a pressure cooker. Lightning

power reserve of 100 hours.

centre of its rotation. If the watch is in a

ment system around a fixed wheel.

horizontal position, this imperfection will

would have to strike twice.
Marc A. Hayek, understood the support

T

tional the resulting design is, a short

However, if the watch is placed in a verti-

that would be needed for the new

course in tourbillons and carrousels is in

cal position, the heavier portion of the

project to succeed. Blancpain had

order.

balance wheel located below the axis of

Fortunately,

the

Blancpain

CEO,

o understand how profoundly inspira-

have no effect on the rate of the watch.

taken risks before in the development

The conception of the tourbillon dates

the rotation will operate to reduce slight-

of the tourbillon and Marc Hayek

to 1795, although the patent would not

ly the swing of the balance. Think of grav-

perceived that risks would need to be

issue until 1801, when Abraham Louis

ity pulling upon this slightly heavier sec-

taken this time as well. Resources and

Breguet wrote to his son describing his

tion of the wheel; as the impulse from the

manpower were freed up - joining with

brilliant invention.

One element and

pallet fork causes the balance wheel to

Vincent Calabrese was another Vincent,

one operational method lie at the heart

spin, rotating this heavier section up-

Vincent Beccia of Blancpain’s Research

of this watchmaking advance. The core

wards, gravity would be pulling it down-

and Development Department and

element is somewhat surprising in the

wards. Gravity, thus, would be working

Marco Rochat of Frederic Piguet (Blanc-

setting of watch movements, which

against the natural running of the watch,

pain’s jointly owned and managed

without really indulging in tautology,

diminishing the resulting swing of the bal-

movement house; Marc A. Hayek is also

are conceived to, well, move; and that is

ance wheel (as gravity works against the

CEO of Frederic Piguet). Most impor-

the fixed wheel. Every tourbillon is

rotation of the balance). Such a reduction

tantly the marching orders that issued

defined by the presence of a fixed

in the degree of swing will cause an

were for a “no holds barred design”. With

wheel. The operational method is the

increase in rate - meaning the watch will

a nod towards both the team history of 25

creation of a means for taking the

run slightly fast (with a reduced swing or
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“amplitude”, the time between swings is

the watch and is driven by the intermedi-

onds pinion on a one minute tourbillon

reduced, increasing rate). If the same

ate wheel. Just as the stopping of the sec-

would have the same effect.

watch is then turned 180 degrees, so that

onds pinion of a non-tourbillon watch,

The carrousel was invented nearly a cen-

this heavier segment is now at the top,

would stop the watch, stopping the sec-

tury after Breguet’s conception of the tour-

the gravitational force applied to the
wheel will tend to make its swings larger,
an increase in amplitude, resulting in a
slowing of the watch’s rate. A similar
analysis can be applied to the effect of

3

3

gravity on the spiral.
The tourbillon offers an elegant solution to these gravitationally-caused rate

2

problems. By placing the balance wheel and

2

escapement on a platform, commonly
called a “cage” or “carriage”, and rotating
the cage and, thereby, the entire escapement system with a complete revolution
over a pre-determined period (which
most commonly today is one minute) the

1

1

errors caused by gravity acting on these
components are cancelled, producing an
average constant rate. Returning to our
hypothetical, rotation of the cage around
the fixed wheel would place the rate
keeping components in positions of both

The tourbillon movement (left) and carrousel movement (right). Note that the gear trains from the
barrel (1), through the intermediate wheel (2) are the same. The principle difference shown in these
diagrams centres around the seconds wheel (3). In the tourbillon the seconds wheel is fixed to the
movement plate; in the carrousel it is not and turns freely in the cage.

increased and decreased rates, each
negating the effect of the other.
There is one additional subtle element
embedded in the concept of a tourbillon.
The rotation of the cage and its elements

F
B

around the fixed gear is a rotation which

C
E

is a necessary element of the running train
of the watch. The speed of rotation can

A

D

A

be arbitrary and, interestingly Breguet
himself did not feel constrained by any
particular rotation speed. He built tourbillons which varied in speed from one
minute to twelve minutes. Regardless of
the speed, if the rotation of the cage were
to cease, the watch would stop running, as
the rotating cage is an integral part of the
running train. This is understood best perhaps with the example of the most common tourbillon built today, the one
minute tourbillon, a watch where the
cage rotates once each 60 seconds. The
pinion which drives the rotation of the
tourbillon cage is the seconds pinion of

From the rear, the differences between the tourbillon and carrousel can be more clearly seen. For the
tourbillon the intermediate wheel (A) drives the seconds’ pinion which is solidly attached to the
tourbillon cage and, thus, rotates the whole cage. The speed of rotation of the cage and the rate of
the watch are regulated by the escape system. Hidden from view, the pinion of the escapement wheel
engages the teeth of the fixed gear (B). In the case of the carrousel, the intermediate wheel (A) engages
the seconds pinion attached to the seconds wheel (C) which is free to turn in the cage and the intermediate wheel (A) also drives the cage (D) through a train which runs from its exterior teeth, to an intermediate reducer gear (E) and thence to the cage by another intermediate gear (F).
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billon, by the Danish watchmaker Bahne

ment with a fixed wheel. As the carrousel

celling the effects of gravity, identically

Bonniksen,

England.

cage rotates, however, the escapement

with the tourbillon, it is not more sim-

Bonniksen had the same end goal as

system is rotated with it. Thus, there is

ple. To the contrary, it is more complex

Breguet, the cancellation of gravitationally

commonality of result, and divergence of

and requires more components. Further,

induced rate errors by rotation of the rate

method. In both the tourbillon and car-

if a target rotation speed is selected, its

keeping components of the watch. At the

rousel, the rate keeping components,

conception becomes vastly more diffi-

same time he sought to avoid the patent

rotate through 360 degrees. The key con-

cult. Particularly challenging is the rela-

claims of Breguet by accomplishing his

clusion when comparing tourbillons to

tionship between the rate of rotation of

rotation differently and, he hoped, his

carrousels is that, with both systems,

the exterior wheel and the frequency of

solution would be more simple and, thus,

the cancellation of gravitationally induced

the balance. For the tourbillon these

replace the tourbillon. Bonniksen, succeed-

errors can be made identically.

parameters are disconnected; the watch

then

living

in

Although the gravitational cancella-

designer can easily select whatever rota-

The most striking difference between

tion characteristics of the tourbillon and

tion speed for the cage and frequency

the Bonniksen system, which he named

carrousel are identical, other operating

he wants. However for the carrousel

the “Karrusel” and the Breguet tourbillon

elements are not. As discussed above in

they are connected; changing one has

was the absence of the fixed wheel for

the case of the tourbillon, the rotation of

effects on the other. Historically, the

the carrousel. In the case of the tourbillon,

the cage is part of the direct power train

answer has been that carrousels have

the rotation of the cage is powered by the

of the watch so that if the rotation were

been engineered to a particular balance

engagement of the intermediate wheel

to stop, the watch would stop. By con-

frequency (as the tools for calibrating

with the seconds pinion which is centrally

trast in the case of the carrousel, the con-

the balance exist for common frequen-

attached to the cage. In turn, the regula-

struction is somewhat like a differential.

cies) and, within reason, the resulting

tion of the rotation of the cage is

The power train is divided, one part driv-

rotation speed has simply been accept-

achieved through the engagement of a

ing the rotation of the exterior rotating

ed. Bonniksen, himself, and watchmak-

pinion attached to the escapement with

wheel, the other part driving the escape-

ers working with him in Coventry,

the fixed gear. With the carrousel the rota-

ment. As a consequence, if one were to

England at the time, simplified the con-

tion of the cage is powered from the exte-

disconnect the part of the train causing

struction of carrousel watches by select-

rior circumference, which is outfitted with

the exterior wheel to turn, the other part

ing very slow rotation speeds, between

teeth that engage a pinion attached, via a

of the train could still function, as the

34 and 52.5 minutes. Through this expe-

gear train, to the intermediate wheel. In

seconds pinion turns free of the cage.

dient, these English carrousels were rela-

contrast with tourbillons, the pinion of

That is to say, if rotation were to be

tively easy to produce but, nonetheless

the seconds wheel, also engaged with the

stopped, the watch would still remain

achieved spectacular timing results.

intermediate wheel, is not attached to the

running, as power would continue to be

Indeed, in 1904, fully 38 of the best 50

cage and turns free of it. Regulation of

delivered to the escapement (although

watches submitted for timing trials at

the rotation of the seconds wheel,

the watch would still continue “ticking”

Kew Observatory were carrousels. Sadly,

attached to the pinion, is achieved

with the cage disconnected, the rate

adoption of the carrousel design was,

through engagement of the pinion of the

would no longer be correct).

with limited exception, an English phe-

ed in the former and failed in the latter.

escapement on its exterior teeth. Most

There is one aspect to the conception

nomenon. When the English watchmak-

importantly the rotation of the cage of

of the carrousel where Bonniksen failed.

ing industry fell into ruin, the carrousel

the carrousel does not involve any engage-

Although it brilliantly succeeds in can-

all but disappeared from the scene.

WHEREAS DOZENS OF BRANDS PROPOSE TOURBILLONS
OF VARIOUS DEGREES OF SOPHISTICATION AND FINISHING,
THE BLANCPAIN CARROUSEL SITS ALONE AS THE
ONLY WRISTWATCH FLYING CARROUSEL IN THE WORLD.
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he Blancpain dream team was not
satisfied with historical precedent.

They wanted to develop a carrousel that
both had a fixed, one-minute rotation
speed and had a three hertz balance rate.
With the good fortune to have powerful
CAD design computers, an advantage denied
to their forbears, Blancpain was able to
solve this riddle and hit both targets. The
result is a carrousel with a one-minute
rotation speed - identical with Blancpain’s
flying tourbillon - and a three hertz balance, again identical with the tourbillon.
Further, for the first time in watchmaking
history, the balance wheel of a carrousel
has been placed in the centre of the cage.
The match of rotation speed and frequency should not suggest that computer

power reserve it achieves the longest run-

ment component, with power reserve and

aided calculations made the level of con-

ning of any carrousel in history.

date rings cantilevered out from it. The

struction complexity any easier. In fact sig-

The Blancpain carrousel debuts in the

hands are fashioned in steel, each indi-

nificantly more components than are used

stratosphere of exclusivity. Whereas

vidually blued using traditional heat

in the tourbillon are required; 262 vs. 238

dozens of brands propose tourbillons of

methods. On the reverse side the rhodium

to be exact. This is to be expected as there

various degrees of sophistication and fin-

plated gold rotor, decorated with yellow

are separate drives for the external wheel

ishing, the Blancpain carrousel sits alone,

gold screws on its outer edges and bear-

and the escapement.

as the only wristwatch flying carrousel in

ing a yellow gold “Blancpain” inscription
is visible.

In one other respect the Blancpain team

the world. Adding to its rarity, the

shattered historical precedent. Following

Blancpain carrousel is offered as a highly

Of course a world first breakthrough

their own script from the tourbillon devel-

limited edition with only 288 examples to

deserves a platinum home and the

opment, they decided to make the

be produced.

Blancpain Carrousel has been fitted into a

Blancpain caroussel the world’s first flying

To highlight the two turning wheels

43.5 mm case. Integrated into the case for

caroussel wrist watch. Being able to draw

and, of course, the vibrating, centrally-

correction of the date, Blancpain has

upon their world-leading experience with

located balance presented for view in the

equipped the Carrousel with its patented

flying designs allowed the team to

dial porthole, Blancpain has positioned

corrector under the lugs. This allows

achieve this design goal. They were able

the top surface of the cage at a height

changing of the date indication without

to master the difficult mechanics associat-

ever so slightly above the top surface of

use of a pusher or tool. Completing the

ed with supporting rotating components

the upper movement plate. This elevation

ensemble, the carrousel is fitted with a

from one side only, by development, in

of the carrousel offers enhanced visibility

platinum folding buckle.

similar fashion as the tourbillon, a bearing

by bringing it closer to the eye. Addi-

Not only did the re-united team succeed

located on the back side of the watch

tionally demarking this ground-breaking

brilliantly in the conception of this world

which was capable of supporting the

timepiece as technical art, there is no solid

record breaking watch, but they broke

rotating axis of the carrousel components.

dial posed between the upper plates of

ground on one other front as well.

The real beneficiaries of this success are

the movement and owner, placing in full

Following completion of the project,

the owners of the watch, because the fly-

view the different forms of hand finishing

Vincent Calabrese cemented his relation-

ing design allows for removal of the top

practised on the upper portion of the

ship with Blancpain by officially joining

bridge, fully opening up the view of the

movement. Further carrying out the tech-

the Research and Development depart-

complex rotating components.

nical theme of this pioneering effort, the

ment as an employee. So now there is to

Of course Blancpain’s carrousel offers

white gold chapter ring of the watch has

be a dream team in residence with even

automatic winding. With its 100-hour

been hand finished in the style of a move-

more ambitious new projects.
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TÊTE DE MOINE AOC:

THE PURITY
OF SILENCE
“BATHED IN A STRANGE ATMOSPHERE SCENTED
WITH FREEDOM, INDEPENDENCE AND TRADITION,
THIS CHEESE HAS ITS EIGHT-HUNDRED-YEAROLD ROOTS PLANTED DEEPLY IN THE SOIL OF
THE JURA …”

(Alain Portner, in La Tête de Moine, éditions d’En Haut, 1992)

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ PHOTOGRAPHS BY HUGUES DE WURSTEMBERGER

ART

S

DE

VIVRE

ilence for a cheese? The title may seem

vention of Catholics in the Bishopric of

It is a story full of twists and turns, highs

incongruous. But it is not. To be con-

Basel, others were authorized to come and

and lows, successes and failures, showing

vinced of this, one must have seen a winter

settle on the crests of the Jura – with one

how heavily the history of a cheese depends

night swallow up the silhouettes of these

strict condition: “You may come, but settle

on that of a people. There were many stops

remote mountains. At that time of day,

at an elevation of 1000 metres or above,

along the road before Tête de Moine con-

when the cold meets the intense black

absolutely not below this limit, no contact

quered the AOC (controlled origin) label in

spangled with stars, silence rings clear over

with the rest of the population.” That is

2001 to reach a more stable plateau with

the land. This harshness of this landscape

what social banishment meant: flee, or be

the prospect of a bright future ahead. That

has moulded the character of Tête de

eliminated. It was as simple as that. In their

is why it is worth the effort to go back in

Moine (“monk’s head”) – Bellelay cheese.

forced isolation, the Mennonites inevitably

time, beginning in Bellelay.

We can also recall the reference to the

developed a completely self-sufficient way

It was the pioneering Premonstratensian

monks, those men of as few words as

of life that has strongly marked today’s men-

monks, who had been in Bellelay since the

possible, who are said to have invented

tality.

12th century, who originally made this

this regional speciality made only in Jura

The inhabitants of the villages scattered

cheese. The first use of the term “Bellelay”

canton and in the French-speaking districts

on the Jura’s heights readily accept being

as applied to the cheese dates back to 1570.

of Bern canton.

described as “austere” and “shy”, two

It occurs in a letter from the Abbot of

The silent fervour of the Mennonites still

adjectives that reveal a reserved attitude –

Bellelay to the Prince-Bishop of Basel, which

hangs over the history of this part of the

not turned inward upon oneself, but as a

mentions “dryssing bellelay kess” (thirty

country. This community settled on these

mark of respect for the visitor. You can feel

Bellelay cheeses) that the Abbot had sent.

inhospitable slopes between the end of the

it as soon as you open the door. We will

The first description of “Bellelay cheese”

17th century and the beginning of the 18th.

enter the Bernese Jura via Bellelay. The old

was given in 1628 and noted that it was an

Considered to be dissenters against the doc-

abbey where Tête de Moine cheese was

excellent quality cheese with a high fat con-

trine imposed by Protestant theoreticians in

born is now a clinic, the latest incarnation in

tent; for this reason it was reserved mainly

its most radical form, they were driven out

its action-packed history. The venerable edi-

for crowned heads. The common people

of their original home in Emmenthal. Some

fice is our key to unlocking the past of the

had to make do with low-fat cheeses. In the

fled across the Atlantic. Thanks to the inter-

local speciality.

beginning, the semi-firm cheese was made
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THIS HARSHNESS OF THIS LANDSCAPE HAS MOULDED THE CHARACTER
OF TÊTE DE MOINE (“MONK’S HEAD”) – BELLELAY CHEESE.
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IT WAS THE PIONEERING PREMONSTRATENSIAN
MONKS, WHO HAD BEEN IN BELLELAY SINCE THE 12TH
CENTURY, WHO ORIGINALLY MADE THIS CHEESE.
Moulding the Tête de Moine cheeses.
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at the convent and on farms operated

of the current system, the first village cheese

– after the monks, of course – to be the

directly by the canons. It was not until much

dairies were born. Impressive facilities pro-

father of Tête de Moine as we know it today.

later that the monks taught the local farm-

cessed large quantities of milk delivered by

He was the first to gradually move it away

ers the secrets of making Tête de Moine.

multiple local farmers who joined together

from its seasonal nature. Some purists con-

This transmission of knowledge was a lucky

in a dairy association. The farmers them-

sider this to be a gastronomical mistake.

saving initiative that later enabled the locals

selves stopped producing cheese on the

They contend that despite its unquestion-

to continue making the cheeses after the

farms.

able benefits, the dry fodder used to feed

Bellelay priors had been driven out by the

As this development occurred, a new col-

milk producers in the winter is not compara-

French Revolution. The farm families contin-

lapse was brewing. Cheese makers were

ble to the fresh grass and flowers of the

ued the legacy with mixed success, as the

abandoning Tête de Moine in favour of

Jura’s pastures. The final product is the same

women in charge of processing the milk in

Gruyère, which was more popular and more

but with a taste that is bound to be a little

that day “did not prove to be sufficiently dili-

profitable. Another advantage of Gruyère

different. Is this really a crime of lèse

1

gent.” This astonishing comment is found in

was that it could be made all year long,

majesté? Was Ernest Schneider right or

several reports from the period. The fact

unlike Tête de Moine, a seasonal product

wrong? Opinions differ. We will give Olivier

remains that something, perhaps a con-

that was made in the summer by processing

Isler, the manager of the Tête de Moine joint

junction of unfortunate events, nearly spelt

milk from cows eating live fodder and sold

trade organization, the last word.

the end of the cheese; of course people had

during the winter after being aged for four

“From a commercial point of view, it is

to find a reason and point fingers at some-

or five months. Tête de Moine was at its

incontestably a very good thing that our

one …

lowest point. By the fifties, production had

product is available all year long. Consump-

reached its limit.

tion habits are changing and we have to be

In the 19th century, thanks to a few artisans who were quicker to react than to crit-

Once again, the speciality very nearly van-

able to meet the demand at all times. In any

icize, Tête de Moine regained the status it

ished into oblivion. But two men were about

case, demand is heaviest during the winter,

had formerly enjoyed in the days of the

to turn things around, each in his own way.

especially at Christmastime. If we want to

monks as a sought-after product, easily

Let’s start with one of the founders of the

survive in the current economic situation, we

exportable and yielding an excellent return.

Association des fabricants de Tête de Moine

have to know how to adapt but, for all that,

Spiralling demand quickly overwhelmed the

(Tête de Moine Producers’ Association), or

without losing the traditional character of

cheese dairies on the farms. In an early form

AFT . The late Ernest Schneider is considered

1
2

2

Alain Portner, La Tête de Moine, éditions d’En Haut, La Chaux-de-Fonds, 1992
Created March 29th 1978 at Bellelay

Tête de Moine.”
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THE COWS CAN’T WAIT! WHEN IT’S TIME, IT’S TIME.
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A stroke of genius

for 150 guests and could not keep up. It was

their appeal even on markets as difficult to

on that occasion that I said to myself that I

access as the Middle East and Japan.

Now we will meet a man who, though not

just had to find something. I thought about

A few years ago, along came the Girolle’s

directly involved in developing the industry,

it, then I dropped it until the crisis came.”

little sister, the Pirouette®, which the adver-

was involved through the culture and the

Looking through the miraculous file was a

tising calls “a paring system in a clever pack-

love that every native of the Jura has for Tête

great idea. Not only did the Girolle help keep

age.” It contains, in an octagonal box, half of

de Moine.

the workers busy in the factory, it actually

a Tête de Moine cheese placed on a system

boosted sales of Tête de Moine, which

similar to the original Girolle, but more com-

tripled in twenty years.

pact. In a little over a year, 200,000 of them

Between 1981 and 1983, Tête de Moine
reached a turning point in its history. The
onerous task of raclage (paring the cheese)

The consumers appreciated – as they still

by hand became a thing of the past. Nicolas

do today – this utensil that adds playful and

The monks can rest in peace: after eight

Crevoisier, an engineer in La Joux, began sell-

aesthetic aspects to the enjoyment of Tête de

hundred years of cheese making tradition,

ing the first Girolle cheese parers. This

Moine. With its elegant turning movement,

their cheese – Bellelay cheese – has conclu-

famous invention was the brainchild of a

the Girolle works like a lacemaking machine.

sively assured its own future in the harsh Jura

genius who did not want his employees to

Each passage of the blade creates a delicate

landscape by conquering the international

suffer the tribulations of a shutdown, at a

flower of cheese, a subtly perfumed rosette.

markets.

time when recession was ravaging the

This way of presenting and eating the cheese

Leaving Bellelay and travelling towards the

watchmaking shops and micro-mechanics

is no doubt unique in the world, and the

Pichoux gorges, we enter the mysterious

factories.

public was not wrong about it. Twenty years

Petit Val, consisting of Moron’s homes and

were sold, mostly outside of Switzerland.

“I was looking for possible work for my

after its invention, when the patent entered

four farms, and the villages of Châtelat,

employees. In my project file, I rediscovered

the public domain at the beginning of the

Monible, Soubox and Sornetan. Heinz and

this idea I had had ten years before, at a

21st century, more than three million Girolles

Nora Gyger live at La Combe, a locality near

reception where a dozen of us were paring

were sold throughout the world, proving

this last municipality.

Nicolas Crevoisier, with his latest invention, the rotating grill.
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Nora is a woman bursting with energy. She
The geographic area encompassed by the Tête de Moine AOC includes the districts of Les

does not hesitate to shake up her world,

Franches-Montagnes, Porrentruy (Jura canton), Moutier and Courtelary, the Municipality of

always with the sort of kindness that does

Saulcy and the parcel on which the Courgenay cheese dairy stands (Bern canton). Nine makers

not rule out firmness. She is unquestionably

collect and process the milk from 269 producers; Bern and Jura equitably divide the produc-

the one in charge. So we come into the fam-

tion volume for Tête de Moine. This cheese is a shared legacy that in a small way acts as the

ily home through the stable, to see the most

glue holding together two communities almost divided by history. That is perhaps Tête de

important thing first: the Tête de Moine milk

Moine’s greatest unseen merit … a precious gift from the monks.

that must flow to keep the region’s heartbeat

“Tête de Moine AOC, Fromage de Bellelay” is characterized by its small cylindrical shape.

going. Heinz and his son Daniel are aware of

Another unique feature is that the cheese is not cut into pieces. Paring the cheese using a

this. Five generations of their family have

Girolle or Pirouette brings out the aromas. The cheese is made from raw milk given by cows

farmed this same thirty hectares. They have

that graze on the mountain and summer pastures of the Jura and Bernese Jura. Silage is pro-

no alternative to producing milk to be used

hibited. The use of specific cultures and the shape of the cheese are elements of the unique-

in making a distinctive cheese with a long

ness of this product. “Tête de Moine, Fromage de Bellelay” has a moist rind due to regular wash-

pedigree, one that can bring them an income

ing during aging. Surface ripening contributes to this cheese’s fine aroma, thanks to a good

sufficient to keep up their farming and herd-

relationship between the shape and the weight. “Tête de Moine AOC, Fromage de Bellelay” is

ing, two activities that are so necessary to the

made with raw milk in a cylindrical or very slightly convex mould. The smeared rind is firm,

entire environment. From Les Verrières to

grainy, moist, wholesome, and reddish-brown in colour. The cheese is 10 to 15 cm in diameter,

Delémont, from one end of the Jura arc to

its height is 70 to 100% of the diameter and its weight ranges from 0.7 to 2 kg. The curd is fine,

the other, conditions are the same: care must

of an ivory to pale yellow colour, homogeneous, sticky and creamy. It melts quickly in the

be taken not to allow this sector, which sup-

mouth, developing aromas of mushrooms and hay.

ports the area’s decentralized population, to
weaken too much.
In a year, the family herd gives about
130,000 kilos of milk, sold at 83 centimes per
kilo. This provides just enough. Just barely. To

At the farm

supplement the income from the milk, the
family has opened its doors to rural tourism.

We reach it by disappearing down a small

In addition to lodging her guests in three wel-

road through forests and pastures, hesitat-

coming rooms, Nora seats them at the family

ing at crossroads, and getting a little lost

table and serves the whole delicious range of

until a farmer working in the fields points

local products from the Bernese Jura. Milk,

out the right way. With his nose in the air,

butter, eggs, jam, bread, cake, cordials, fruits,

the driver had missed all of the “Country

vegetables, soups, sausages, meats, Petite

cottage – farm tourism” signs.

Fine cognac… from appetizer to dessert, the

“Oh, there you are! You’re the one who

farm gives its all, not to mention a turn of the

called me this morning. They’re already milk-

Girolle and the Tête de Moine stories told by

ing. They waited for you, but the cows can’t

the father. The La Combe farm is a place we

wait! When it’s time, it’s time.”

leave with regret.

I
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Heinz and Nora Gyger, milk producers for Tête de Moine cheese.

WITH ITS ELEGANT TURNING MOVEMENT,
THE GIROLLE WORKS LIKE A LACEMAKING MACHINE.
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A TRIP THROUGH THE VALLEY
L

et’s make a stop in Villeret. The village

Blancpain, Jehan’s great-grandson, born in

Protégées, Protected Geographical Indications

generously welcomes us in the brilliant

July 1786. It was he who finally built the

or PGIs). The cheesemaker-cum-poet turns his

sunshine. In the distance, the low cut of

Blancpain manufacture. Watchmaking then

girolle and under its blade, the flower appears

Combe Grède gorge is elegantly delineated.

became the family’s main activity.

in a magnificent bouquet of lacy perfumed

Stark beauty. The landscape in the St. Imier

The saga continues to be written today,

petals. No other cheese in the world is served

valley is impressive. A delicious Tête de Moine

with a quill dipped in modern ink. The Villeret

in such an original way, that is certain! Its

AOC cheese is made here, which means that

collection, one of the jewels in the Blancpain

peculiarity lies in its perfect aestheticism, the

a stop in Villeret is doubly warranted. On the

watch line, is the heir to this long lineage and

subtleties of the aromas, the ancestral knowl-

trail of a famous cheese, we have arrived as if

reminds us that the spirit of the founders lives

edge involved in making it, the impeccable

by chance at the earliest moments in the long

on, and is even carefully cultivated through

quality… it brings together all the elements of

history of Blancpain watches. It was in Villeret

respect for the great tradition.

luxury. In this respect, high-end watches and
AOC cheeses have something in common, or

that Jehan-Jacques Blancpain was born; his
baptismal certificate is dated March 11, 1693.

The shadow of counterfeits

rather a shared enemy: imitations and counterfeits. How can one effectively fight this

Contemporary documents tell us that he was
a landowning farmer and watchmaker. So the

But let us proceed with our trip, passing from

scourge that has also afflicted the Tête de

great watchmaking dynasty began well before

the watchmaking side of Villeret to the farm-

Moine? The idea of the “cheese flower” is

1735, though that is the official founding date

ing side, and from one story back to the other

brilliant enough to make others jealous and to

used in public relations. In fact, this famous

as we return to the history of Appellations

incite imitations. Both girolle and Tête de Moine

date marks the first written reference (in the

d’Origine Contrôlée (AOC), or Protected

cheeses have been widely copied in France,

Bishopric of Basel’s archives) to watchmaking

Designation of Origin (PDO) in Switzerland.

Germany and Austria. “We can now take

activity linked with the Blancpain family name.

“To taste a Tête de Moine, you begin by mak-

action”, says Alan Farine, “The AOC has re-

ing a flower out of cheese!”

stored order and thanks to the legislation on the

Jehan’s son Isaac was a schoolteacher and
watchmaker, as was grandson David-Louis.

So says Franz von Büren, director of the

labels of origin that are being established

Watchmaking became permanently estab-

Association for the promotion of AOC-IGP

around the world, it is possible to denounce

lished in the family with Frédéric-Louis

(IGP stands for Indications Géographiques

fakes in order to try and have them prohibited”.
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PROTECTING NOBLE PRODUCTS

Vacherin Mont-d’Or, Lettres du Brassus issue 02.

S

preading

Gruyère AOC, Lettres du Brassus issue 03.

aware-

ness of AOCs is

precisely the role of the
association1 headed by

cheesemakers,

er than the area where the product is manu-

ripeners

and

factured. For example, the meat in an IGP

merchants. In

sausage could come from a farm located

their

Alain Farine. According to
a study conducted two
years ago, a large proportion

wake

outside the production zone.

followed the

As defined in Article 22 of the World Trade

AOCs and the

Organization’s Agreement on Trade-Related

IGPs These two ideas, new

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights,3

to producer and consumer alike, are

Geographical Indications (GI) are used to

the AOC logo. In Switzerland,

closely tied to the product’s uniqueness,

identify a product as originating from within

the history of Appellations

place of origin (terroir) and authenticity.

a specific area, in cases where a particular

d’Origine Contrôlée – AOCs (Protected

The first notion, the AOC, is stricter and

characteristic, reputation or other quality of

Designations of Origin – PDOs) or Indications

more constraining than the second, the IGP.

the product can be attributed essentially to

Géographiques Protégées – IGPs, (Protected

An AOC product must be made entirely

its geographic origin (Antigua coffee,

Geographical Indications – PGIs), for prod-

within its region of origin, from the produc-

Darjeeling tea, Gruyère, Roquefort, Tequila,

ucts other than wine is recent. It became a

tion of the raw material through final finish-

Parma

concrete reality in 1997 when the federal

ing. In this case, the tie to the place of origin

Thailand silk, etc.). This definition of the GI,

order protecting agricultural product names

is very strong. It identifies the product with

which applies at the international level, cov-

based on origin and geographic areas

2

its region, its culture and a body of ancestral

ers the AOC and IGP notions as we know

entered into effect. This Euro-compatible

knowledge. So, for example, milk from

them in Switzerland and in Europe.

law was implemented in the context of the

Valais would never be used in a Tête de

2002 agricultural policy, a new direction

Moine or Vacherin Mont-d’Or cheese, unless

marking the gradual elimination of State

the maker were disobeying the law and so

support for agricultural products, beginning

leaving itself open to legal proceedings.

with milk and its by-products. It was then

IGP also refers to a production zone tied to

that the joint trade organizations for cheese

local and traditional processing, but does

came into being. These are private-law

not require all steps of manufacture to be

organizations that bring together all the

completed within the specified region: the

partners of an industry: milk producers,

area supplying the raw material can be larg-

of Swiss consumers recognise

ham,

Sbrinz,

Solingen

knives,

1 For further information and to obtain the list of certified

products : www.aoc-igp.ch
2 Order RS 910.12 concerning AOCs and IGPs.
3 TRIPS Agreement, 1994.
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IN THE FOOTSTEPS
OF KNOWLEDGE
ALMOST 300 YEARS OF KNOW-HOW HANDED DOWN
FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION… MASTERY
OF THE WATCHMAKING ART HAS ENABLED BLANCPAIN TO
LEAVE AN INDELIBLE IMPRINT ON HISTORY.

BY DIDIER SCHMUTZ PHOTOGRAPHS BY THIERRY PAREL

H

e’s a whirlwind. In fact the person we’re

As a musician, he has jazz in his soul.

about to meet could more appropriately

As an artist, a photographer’s eye.

be described as a tourbillon.
His language is authoritative, full of colour

As a watchmaker, he composes the most
intricate harmonies.

and imagery, mischievous or serious as the

Under his studiously dishevelled hairstyle, his

situation demands. He has an easy turn of

face betrays a lively curiosity. You cannot help

phrase and delights in anecdotes. His stories

but notice the enthusiasm of his 63 years. He

could fill a book.

is indeed a tourbillon.
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AS A MUSICIAN, HE HAS JAZZ IN HIS SOUL.
AS AN ARTIST, A PHOTOGRAPHER’S EYE.
AS A WATCHMAKER, HE COMPOSES THE
MOST INTRICATE HARMONIES.

Qualities and talents abound in this born
communicator, but what Willy Moret has
above all is knowledge.
In his professional capacity, his intimate
knowledge of watchmaking science gives
him direct access to Blancpain’s masterpieces. As such, Willy has been entrusted with
a crucial mission: the transfer of essential
knowledge. With the valuable assistance of
his friend, Antoine Richoz, the workshop
foreman at Le Brassus, he has been involved
in this task for several years. His communications media are the intricate harmonies evoked earlier. Following the musical analogy,
the scores are marked TAT “Technique,
Assembly, Teaching”. Without burying details
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under an avalanche of technical terms, Willy

At the heart of the machine

presents these files as a synthesis of all the
knowledge from the watchmakers themsel-

We are at Le Brassus; Willy goes straight to

ves and as a compendium of their multiple

the heart of the subject. We follow.

experience. Willy has the job of consolidating everything and adding his personal

“Welcome on board! This is the ship’s
engine room.”

touch to make sure the knowledge is accu-

Really! Ship... engine room? This can’t

rate and understandable. TATs are for poste-

be true! Disbelief crashes down in the

rity. In the old days, knowledge was passed

plush silence. Is Willy teasing us visitors or

down orally from workbench to workbench

is he just being secretly facetious? Nothing

with no written record, with the attendant

of the sort. Deciphered, the image explains

risk of having to reinvent the solution to

the spirit that pervades the firm at Le Brassus.

every problem. There are already more than

Willy is asked to explain.

60 of these TATs organised as the essential

“Compared to some of our other work-

memory for all the watchmakers involved in

shops, which are like first-class lounges for

Blancpain calibres.

a couple of watchmakers working as silently
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as monks, on such a task as the patient crafting
of a 1735 watch, this in an ant’s nest. It is here
that most watches are assembled, cased up
and fitted with dials and hands. All these
young men and women perform the groundwork that is indispensable to the effective
performance of the entire “crew“. Without
them, the great ship Blancpain simply would
not sail.“ Hence the “engine room”. The explanation is convincing, especially since it gives
recognition to all the stokers of luxury watchmaking – those who don’t have access to the
bridge, those unlit by the searchlights of fame.

”WELCOME ON BOARD! THIS IS THE

A

fter this explanation, let’s get back to
knowledge through the engine-

room hatch. Willy dons his watchmaker’s
tunic, an immaculate blue. Immediately his

SHIP’S ENGINE ROOM.”

willingness to share becomes apparent,
going beyond mere teaching skills. He
distributes his valuable knowledge through
gestures and speech. He demonstrates and
explains, while cracking a few jokes, going
past one workstation and stopping by another
to deal with some minor technical problem,
listening to questions… It’s a working atmosphere imbued with light-heartedness.
We rush from one place to another.
So here’s one of my TATs. You see, she’s
attaching it to the lamp with a little magnet;
now she’s going to assemble the alarm
mechanism according to the instructions...
Hey! There’s nobody at home here…
This is where I have my binocular microscope — a very valuable instrument...
And here’s Aurélie, who trains the new
arrivals…
There are a number of new arrivals,
among them one who has just started.
Having only come aboard four months ago,
Yosvani ranks as apprentice stoker. That
being said, he should know about the sea
because he comes from Cuba.
Going from the balmy Caribbean to the
harsh mountain climate of Le Brassus in
search of the greatest and finest watchmaking complications must be a complete
culture shock. Is he impressed?
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The reply from this young man of the

Around the world

Having set up the TATs, shared knowledge within the company and trained

islands, who has just completed four
months of watchmaking apprenticeship, is

With these introductions, a new facet of

authorised representatives on the five

unexpected.

Willy’s personality emerges. He hates tra-

continents, Willy turns his attention to the

Yes, I am a Cuban, and I am immensely

velling. For him a suitcase is prison. We

connoisseurs or the simply curious among

proud to be able to do this legendary craft

won’t dwell on the extent of his distress,

the general public. Whirled away by his

here in Switzerland.

except to say that the airport and its run-

inner tourbillon, Willy can’t stop. We see

“Legendary craft”, there’s no more

way are the only places where his opti-

him next at Baselworld 2008. Would it be

delightful or appropriate expression be-

mism fades. Nevertheless he has had to do

an exaggeration to say that he’s the life

cause, in the Blancpain universe, the legend

the tour of Shanghai, Vienna, Singapore

and soul of the Blancpain stand? In any

breathes with life; it’s palpably visible, a

and Dubai. His job is to train the few

case his charisma plays a part, but he is

visual treat. No wonder the expression

watchmakers around the world allowed to

above all the prime mover. Bordering on

delights our friend Willy, who continues

open a Blancpain watch. You can easily

the provocative, he declares that in Basel

through the engine room with a smile on

imagine that this is not a privilege given to

he feels as if he’s “a vendor of kitchen gad-

his face.

all. Willy remembers a friend, who after

gets” while mimicking the hawkers you

Let me introduce Réanne, who speaks

training couldn’t make the grade. Friend or

see demonstrating vegetable slicers to

Turkish; when I trained her on the

not, he was failed. For the others, the high

housewives at local fairs. Exaggeration

Blancpain chronograph we took the

point of their instruction is when they

aside, there’s a grain of truth in this, except

opportunity to translate all TATs as well as

receive their tools, the secret keys for ope-

that at Basel, it’s more a matter of explaining

the training course that I gave to Blanc-

ning the cases to reveal the mysterious

the differences between a tourbillon and a

pain’s watchmaker in Istanbul.

beating heart of the watch.

carrousel. With a TAT in hand or projected
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IN THE BLANCPAIN UNIVERSE
THE LEGEND BREATHES
WITH LIFE; IT’S PALPABLY VISIBLE,
A VISUAL TREAT.

on a screen, Willy makes it all clear. His
presentation goes back to the invention of
each device. His words evidently hit the
target, judging from the appreciative audience. Comments from the listeners confirm this impression. One woman, a watch
repairer, had this to say: “I felt as though I
was being let into a secret. His enthusiasm
really is contagious. Although I spent
four years at the Biel technical school I still
learned a lot, otherwise I wouldn’t have
stayed. The time just flew.” Such words are
Willy’s reward, for he likes to see understanding dawn on the faces of his audience.
“That light is like a gift for me,” he declares, before going to have lunch with
Margit, his wife, who works in Blancpain’s
sales-administration department. They will
be joined by a couple of friends who have
come especially to see them. There’s another
surprise when they enter the restaurant.
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Attending show after show, Willy has become
well known at Basel.
- “Hullo!” exclaims a man getting up
from his table and extending a hand.
- “Do I know you?” asks Willy, baffled.

reflects on Blancpain’s stand as a whole. A

E

welcoming area that maintains the brands

really have to be quick to get hold of Willy.

prestigious image. Thus might be descri-

The best means is to stay close in his wake.

bed the creed of the Manufacture.

A score of people have already asked for a

Entirely unrehearsed, the compliment

nough of this levity, and let us return to
the generous shade of the oasis. You

- “Indeed,” says the man. “Last year you

As a regular visitor with a sharp eye, the

“private” demonstration in order to secure

presented the Fifty Fathoms. It was great

stranger in the restaurant was perfectly

the best seats. The man at lunch will be in

— you’re our last oasis in this increasingly

correct with his “last oasis” remark. A

this group. Then Willy gets into his stride.

dry business. I’ll be seeing you this after-

quick stroll through the halls of the show is

An anecdote to end on a high note.

noon.”

enough to realise that the trend is towards

When Willy announced he would trim his

Involved in this bit of theatre, their

withdrawal. The brittle smiles of some of

tousled locks to look presentable at the

friends burst out laughing: “I told you so!”

the hostesses are like obstacles, inviting

watch show, the order came directly from

exclaim Raymond and Véronique in unison.

you to get lost.

the bridge: “Belay that! Don’t touch a hair.”
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The chief, who knows full well that you
don’t get into luxury watchmaking without
being brilliant, formally forbade him from
rearranging his Einstein-style mop.
Blancpain attracts the greatest — however
hair-raising.

WILLY HAS BEEN
ENTRUSTED WITH A CRUCIAL
MISSION: THE TRANSFER OF
ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE.

I
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ERNEST H. BROOKS is the undisputed
master of black and white photography
under water. When “Ernie“ started his
career, most of his creations took
place in the darkroom. Nowadays most
of his artful work lies in the printing of
his pictures. His well-received first and
only book, “Silver Seas“, documents the
pinnacle of his photographic art.
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0
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technologies to meet the highest visual and sensorial

many people: a legendary timepiece for watch

demands in a manner that naturally deserves to bear the

connoisseurs; the symbolic depth limit for conven-

name of our legendary timepieces”.

tionally equipped divers; and, since Baselworld 2008,

In this respect, the ties between the publication and the
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for the prints, the graphic design is charac-
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they also evoke the distinctive characteristics
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as you open it, the discreet, almost square

the photographers, who are obviously the

appearance of the magazine is transformed

key players in this project.

into a highly contemporary 16x9 page format. On a single page, this dimension repre-

Ernest H. Brooks, who chaired the famous

sents the ideal medium for conventional pic-

Brooks Institute of Photography from 1971

tures. The Fifty Fathoms publications associ-

to 2000, is considered as the Ansel Adam

ate classic and modern photography in an

of underwater photography. He takes only

unusual balance between form and content.

black and white pictures. The use of a dig-

The inventiveness of a concept applied right

ital darkroom has endowed his artistic

down to the smallest details lends a strong

work with some totally unprecedented

identity to this magazine that immediately

aspects. In his portfolio, the works are

stands out from the majority of art photogra-

reproduced in silvered four-colour interpre-

phy publications.

tations so as to do justice to the quality of

Having covered these various formal
aspects, it’s now high time to make way for

the photos taken from his book titled
“Silver Seas“.

MAURINE SHIMLOCK
and BURT JONES
Embodying nature and art,
the exceptional under-water
photography of this amiable
Texan couple is in a class
of its own. Their colourful
work was taken at one
of the world’s hotspots, in
Papua,from what is still a
highly successful first book
titled “Secret Sea“.

IN

TIME

HELMUT HORN Exceptionally
successful international hotel
entrepreneur and self-confessed bon
vivant perfectly portray Helmut Horn.
Helmut has travelled the world and
taken pictures of every ocean. His
favourite subject is a woman’s body,
in which he tries to find new forms
of art. His “Liquid Forms“ portfolio is
taken from his renowned exhibition.

–

150 FT
–
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The colourful splendours of macrophotog-

by photographer Udo Kefrig and journalist

raphy are presented in a very different way.

Claus-Peter Stoll reflect the air battle

These shots do not depict customary under-

between the Americans and Japanese in

water scenes, but instead the exceptional

Truk lagoon. This native of northern

wealth of the fauna and flora prospering in

Germany is a peerless exponent of the art

the “cradle of life”, the reefs surrounding

of illustrating the morbid fascination exer-

the archipelago of Raja-Ampat, located

cised by sunken aircraft and ships. His

between the Celebes islands and New

portfolio includes his masterpiece entitled

Guinea (Indonesia). For many months, the

“Lost Mariners“.

husband and wife team of Texan photogra-

To round off this quartet of extremely dif-

phers Maurine Shimlock and Burt Jones

ferent photographers, and to place human

accompanied American scientists looking for

beings in the spotlight, Fifty Fathoms maga-

unknown species. For Les Editions Fifty

zine has invited a pioneer of artistic under-

Fathoms, they have produced some extraor-

water photography to present some of his

dinary photographic documents collectively

famous portraits. The work of German artist

titled “Secret Sea” and providing glimpses of

Helmut Horn, hotel chain owner, gallery

new forms of life in the ocean depths.

owner and underwater photographer, is rep-

On our planet of countless contrasts, light

resented by the astonishing “Liquid Form”,

alternates with shade and life with death.

“Black Velvet” and “Fairy Kings Daughters”

The terrible sights of the wrecks illustrated

series.
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Eye-catching best describes the
creative photography of German-born
UDO KEFRIG. For more than 30 years,
he has been a fervent follower of
his favourite hobby: taking pictures
of wrecks. There are not many places
on this planet where Udo has not
shot mankind’s lost liners. In the
first edition of “Fifty Fathoms“, he
shows off his favourite spot: Truk.
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shade. For the very first time, artistic photog-
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eyes closed thanks to cutting-edge printing
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technologies.
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Fifty Fathoms are unique in terms of the use

On the latter topic, Tyler Brûlé, editor-in-

of absolutely exceptional techniques. In

chief of the famous international financial

some cases, three layers of lacquer had to be

magazine Monocle, recently stated at the

applied to highlight the intrinsic content of

Lead Award prize-giving ceremony in

the various photographs. A specific texture

Germany that the future of print is not

then springs to life as one leafs through the

about reducing costs by using inferior paper

pages, as the stylised wrecks of Truk lagoon

and shooting everything on digital. He added
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that only by aiming for premium quality
and using the attributes of print can they
hope to assert themselves, since this
approach will offer readers of a magazine a
genuine sensorial experience. If the
Editions Fifty Fathoms meet this objective,
they will have fulfilled their mission!
To find out more about this exceptional
art magazine, consult the www.editionsfifty-fathoms.com website. It also offers
the chance to choose and order your numbered copy and to check out the date and
place of the next Fifty Fathoms preview
that will be taking place place over the
coming months in Blancpain boutiques
worldwide.

Is it a coincidence that Dietmar Fuchs
celebrated his 50th birthday just when
the first issue of the Fifty Fathoms
magazine was published? Probably not,
since he had spent 20 years as editor-inchief of three magazines dedicated to
sports diving and photography! Before
taking on these editorial tasks, Dietmar
Fuchs travelled the world as a jet pilot,
captain and marine biologist.
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BERTIN’S FIELD
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THE BLANCPAIN

WINE LETTER

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON

T

he root of its moniker, “Bertin’s Field”, does not sound
like much. Yet it is commonly accepted that is the origin

of one of the most hallowed names in all of the world of wine,
Chambertin, le champ de Bertin, Bertin’s field. Nothing is
more exciting for a wine lover than to exit the village of
Gevrey Chambertin, heading south on the Route des Grands
Crus (which runs roughly parallel to the RN74, the main route
from Beaune to Dijon) and with the walls of Gevrey barely
behind, to encounter the sign which reads “Ici Commence Le
Chambertin”.
Understatement for sure, applied to wines that in almost
every respect are the most extravagant of all red burgundies.
Indeed, of all the wines in France, Napoleon chose
Chambertin as his wine, remarking “Nothing makes the
future so rosy as to contemplate it through a glass of
Chambertin ”. And, when everything is right it is hard to dispute Napoleon’s judgment, for Chambertins are capable of
being the most powerful, the most fruity, the most earthy,
the most tannic, the most heady expressions of pinot noir in
all the world. They are also among the most expensive of
all wines and, when everything is not right, can disappoint
– doubly so when price is counted. So, as with all things
burgundian, the trick becomes to find those domains that
excel and excel reliably.
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The northern border of the Chambertin and Clos de Beze vineyards.

ollowing the format of Issue no. 3 (“Hot

F

called “RN74” named after the Burgundy

Generally in burgundy, the top appellations

Climate Wines”), Lettres du Brassus’

Route Nationale; of course, as the name

are divided into three tiers: Grand cru,

Wine Editor, Dr. George Derbalian, con-

suggests, the new restaurant will feature a

Premier cru and Villages, with Grand cru

vened a panel of experts to taste through

great selection of burgundies) and Larry

occupying the top of the pyramid. According

some of the recent Chambertin offerings

Stone. Both oversee the wine cards of pres-

to the almost byzantine twists of French

now available in the market, to find the ones

tigious restaurants across the country. They

wine regulations, only Grand cru vineyard

fitting the expectations and fulfilling the

were joined by a third sommelier, Alan

wines are entitled to use the name of the

promise

appellation.

Murray, who presides over the cellar in San

vineyard, divorced from the village where

Returning to offer their insights were two of

Francisco’s famed Masa’s restaurant where

the appellation is found. Thus, only Grand

the most celebrated sommeliers of the

we gathered for our tasting.

cru Chambertins are entitled to use the word

of

this

revered

United States, Rajat Parr (and, a month after

The line up of wines for the evening was

”Chambertin” as the appellation. Premier cru

our tasting, Raj and Michelin two star chef

formidable, with no less than four examples

and Villages level wines are required to des-

Michael Mina announced the opening of

of Chambertin Clos de Bèze from recent vin-

ignate themselves with the name of the

their new restaurant in San Francisco, to be

tages. Chambertin has an unusual hierarchy.

commune, “Gevrey Chambertin”. This is in
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line with the rules applied to all of the other
Burgundy communes. But uniquely, the
Grand cru classification of Chambertin has
been recognized as having two tiers of vineyards. Chambertin and Chambertin Clos de
Bèze in one tier and, ever so slightly below in
another Grand cru tier, Charmes Chambertin
(sometimes sold as Mazoyères Chambertin),
Mazi Chambertin, Griottes Chambertin,
Ruchottes Chambertin, Latricières Chambertin and Chapelle Chambertin. All of the second tier are legitimate Grand crus, but
Chambertin and Chambertin Clos de Bèze
lay claim to a slightly higher status. In a further twist, both Chambertin and Clos de
Bèze are considered to be of equal status. So
in choosing a line up of Clos de Bèze, we
aimed at the top (Notwithstanding this
unusual sub-classification, savvy collectors
know that it seldom matters whether a
Chambertin is in the first or second tier and
that a top wine from the second sub-tier will
outshine a less than top wine from the
upper tier).
Two of our Clos de Bèze were from the
2000 vintage, one from Frederic Esmonin
and one from Robert Groffier. The cellars of
Domaine Frédéric Esmonin are located in the
village of Gevrey, just inside the south west
wall. Frederic and his father André are widely seen as true rising stars of Chambertin.
Previously, they sold much of the production
from their vineyards to Lalou Bize-Leroy, who
gathered accolades (and ferociously high
Dr. George Derbalian in one of the wine experts from

prices) for her Chambertins sourced from the

LETTRES DU BRASSUS. Dr. Derbalian is the founder of

Esmonin parcels. Today the Esmonins keep

Atherton Wine Imports located in Northern California.

their production for themselves. In every

Not only has he become one of the United States’ premier

respect they are Gevrey specialists spanning

importers of fine wines, but he has acquired a well-deser-

the appellation from Villages level wines,

ved reputation as one of the leading and most respected

through such Premier crus as Estournelles St.

wine connoisseurs and expert tasters in the world.

Jacques, and, best of all, a wide range of

Each year Dr. Derbalian travels the wine circuits of Europe

Grand crus; Chambertin, Clos de Bèze, Mazy

and the United States meeting with producers, owners of

and Ruchottes. Robert Groffier, whose cel-

the finest domains, chefs de chai, and other key figures in the world of wine.

lars are in Morey St. Denis, is certainly

Throughout the course of each year he tastes literally many thousands of current

renowned for his Chambertin Clos de Bèze

production and vintage wines. In this issue, Dr. Derbalian has assembled an impres-

but

sive range of Chambertins and convened an expert panel of sommeliers to comment

Chambolle Musigny Les Amoureuses and his

upon them.

Bonnes Mares are two particular favorites of

equally

for

his

Chambolles

(his
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mine). Since 1993 Groffier has dramatically

extremely broad range from the appellation

supervision of every stage of production,

stepped up his quality through a combination

running from Villages level wines to the

endows them with the excellence and per-

of reducing yields in his vineyards, cold

Grand crus. In recent years there has been a

sonality of the finest domains.

maceration, minimal racking and bottling

huge jump in the quality from the domaine as

Rounding out the selection of Chamber-

without filtration.

he has greatly reduced the pre-bottling filter-

tins was another Grand cru, but from the

The other two Bèze straddled the 2000 vin-

ing of the wines. Lucien Le Moine, the nom

other tier, a 2000 Charmes Chambertin

tage of the others; one from 1999, from

de plume of Munir Souma, is the exception in

from Joseph Roty. Joseph, ably assisted by

Drouhin-Laroze and one from 2001, Lucien Le

the group of Chambertin producers for the

his son, Philippe, produces some of the

Moine (see Lettres du Brassus Issue 1 for an

tasting. Unlike the others, he is not the owner

finest hand crafted burgundies in the

introduction to Lucien Le Moine). Drouhin-

of the vineyards for his wines, instead buying

world. His wines are particularly remarkable

Laroze has one of the largest holdings in the

wine made by others according to Souma’s

for their structure and aging potential.

Gevrey commune. His cellars, laid out on

extremely exacting specifications. Technically

These are not wines conceived for early

nearly park-like grounds in Gevrey, house an

his wines are negotiant wines, but his close

drinking. Notwithstanding the mighty array

The cellars of Domaine Frederic Esmonin.
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of Chambertins awaiting us, our intrepid

and grands cru quality” his style seems one

crew knew that a dinner tasting built around

part Coche-Dury with the plump flavor

wines of this breed was not to be a clinical

intensity, part Ramonet of the great 80s —

dissection, but a celebration deserving of a

the structure and brightness, and part the

white burgundy overture.

elegance of Marc Colin (his dad)”.

To accompany an utterly classic and unctuous shrimp bisque, Dr. Derbalian pulled

With the arrival of the next course, oescetra

out a concealed bottle for a blind tasting

caviar and blini, we moved up the white bur-

warm up. We were greeted by a wonderful,

gundy scale from the Premier cru Puligny Les

obviously still young, tight white burgundy.

Referts, to the Grand cru Batard Montrachet,

Minerals and lime mixed nicely in the nose,

this example a 1999 from Paul Pernot.

followed by bright fruit and ending with a
long sweet toasty oak finish.
Not too much equivocating on this wine
from Larry Stone.

The wine was rich and generous and
already completely mature. It was the latter
quality that precipitated discussion. I remarked
that just the previous evening we had enjoyed
a 1989 Pierre Morey Meursault Perrières that

LARRY STONE: “For me the style is like

was only now, just beginning its period of

that of Pierre-Yves Colin.”

maturity. How was it that so many white burgundies today seem to mature so much faster

And, utterly double blind, he had nailed the

than those of previous generations?

wine as it was a 2004 Puligny Montrachet
Les Referts from Pierre-Yves Colin.

LARRY STONE: “There is nothing wrong
with making a wine which is delicious to

RAJ PARR: “This wine is bright and exu-

drink young. But there has been a rather

berant with lots of matiere.”

widespread shift in paradigm in the Côte de

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “The Les Referts vine-

Beaune. The wines are being crafted for ear-

yard which is at the Puligny/Meursault

lier drinking. After all, how many people

border across from the lower Meursault

have a high quality cellar to lay away wine

Charmes vineyeard sometimes produces

for long periods vs. how many wish to

wines with a soft plump style, but it also is

drink their wines today?”

capable of producing some very good ones

RAJ PARR: “What is happening is that the

such as this one and those of Sauzet and

wines are not being left on the lees as long

Carillon. Pierre-Yves’ 2004 is extraordinary

as in the past. That contributes to their

with wonderful tightness and minerals

early maturation.”
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GEORGE DERBALIAN: “Regarding early

has lovingly stored a dud for nearly 15

Preliminaries aside it was time to move

maturation — there are several factors that

years? – the Sauzet to my palate showed

onto the main event and after all the pur-

have been identified — the answer might

exceptionally well paired with a Thai snap-

pose of our gathering, the Chambertin

lie in a combination of these factors:

per with a daikon mushroom ragout and

tasting. Adding a new wrinkle to our

1) low sulphur use, especially in light of

soy reduction, not the easiest of wine foils.

tasting panel format, Dr. Derbalian struc-

more new oak barrel usage that is more

It retained the brightness of youth togeth-

tured the tasting as blind, each of the

porous and allows more oxidation.

er with the butter, hazelnut, vanilla tones

five wines having been previously decant-

that only come with age.

ed and placed in decanters betraying no

2) corks that use silicone that become

hint of identity.

brittle with time allowing air to seep in
and oxidize, instead of the older paraf-

LARRY STONE: “This not really typical

One of the joys of great burgundies is

fin wax coated corks. The silicone

of many 92 white burgundies, many of

that they evolve in the glass, revealing

corks seemed easier to pull and were

which are quite fat and soft to the point

new elements and dimensions almost

initially favored.

of being flabby. This one has hazelnut

everytime one goes back for another sip.

tones balanced against tropical fruit,

To allow for that evolution, we spread the

which helps maintain the acidity for the

blind tasting over two courses, roast

wine to age.”

California

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “This Sauzet has

California Kobe Rib eye, with a chanterelle

incredible brightness for a 15 year old

risotto cake and Madera sauce.

3) the change from traditional mechanical presses to newer pneumatic models.
4) excessive stirring of lees (batonage)
can oxidize wine.
5) the treating of corks with hydrogen

quail

with

beans

and

a

peroxide instead of chlorine

white. It is showing very nice, alive and

No attempt was make to rank the wines;

(this change occurring in 1995).

well, clean fruit (no botrytis), delicious

they were all too superb for one wine to

mature flavors and bouquet”

“win” and inevitably another wine to

The 1999 Pernot Batard was placed along-

RAJ PARR: “ This seems a bit over the

come in “last”. That notwithstanding,

side a Batard from my own cellar, a 1992

top for me. It certainly has sweet vanilla

opinions were offered forcefully and

from Etienne Sauzet. Even accounting for

flavors and is extremely flattering and

directly, and because the wines were only

my own biases in favor of a wine from my

long, but there seems to be nothing

identified by number there was no oppor-

own cellar – who wants to admit that he

subtle about it.”

tunity to let preconceived notions intrude.

Philippe Drouhin.
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2001 Lucien Le Moine. Made in a flatter-

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “A parallel can be

ing fruity style. Beautiful black currants were

drawn with another of the Chambertin

backed by the terroir one seeks in a

superstars, Armand Rousseau. This wine

Chambertin—cloves, bright spices and a

has pure pretty fruit and excellent length.

trace of brier all present. Praise flowed from

Esmonin is on a roll. Every vintage seems to

all directions.

be better than the last one. Most recently
there has been a huge jump in quality with

LARRY STONE: “Oaky and very well made.”

spectacular 2005s (sold out) and fabulous

ALAN MURRAY: “Wonderful fruit. It is

exciting 2006s.”

a pleasure to have this in the line-up.”
GEORGE DERBALIAN: “This is simply a

1999 Drouhin-Laroze. At the outset quite

delicious wine with a nice flow, similar

closed, particularly in the nose (not unusual

in style to Groffier and becoming well

for a young wine).

integrated.
RAJ PARR (putting aside wine adjectives):

2000 Esmonin. An exhuberant heady, racy,

“I like this one and think it will become

tight wine showing perfect ripe fruit and

delightful down the road.”

complexity with its mint overtones.

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “The wine has somewhat of a lactic character. It is also in an

LARRY STONE: “This is the hardest wine

awkward state, being a bit tannic and

for identifying ‘place’. Terroir is not pro-

disjointed tonight.”

nounced. But it is a very well made wine

And LARRY STONE agreed: “I detect a

with absolutely no faults.”

trace of yogurt, which I believe is the

G E V R E Y- C H A M B E R T I N

result of fermentation sticking at some
point. This produces traces of lactic acid
which is what we are tasting.”
RAJ PARR demurred: “I really think this
opening up and is becoming delightful”.
GEORGE DERBALIAN agreed: “DrouhinLaroze wines are enigmatic. They surprise
you as they evolve.”

2000 Groffier. A very distinctive deep wine
with buckets of bright red currant fruit
accented against some coffee and smoke.
Even this young, the Groffier displayed a
remarkably soft velvety texture.
GEORGE DERBALIAN: “This explodes in
the mouth like Bazooka bubble gum (that
folks is a compliment)” This wine has very
nice delicious fruit and a plump body.
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A perfect fall moment in the Cote D'or near Savigny.

ALAN MURRAY: “This is made in a

LARRY STONE: “There is not ‘some’ chary

kit of wine adjectives, I pulled out a

fruity style much like the Le Moine wine

oak here. There is BBQ! But this smoky

description of the first sip – “WOW”. This

and is a pleasure to have in this line up

character will blend in to produce a spec-

was the very definition of a masculine,

of Clos de Bèze”.

tacular wine. This will evolve to produce a

muscular Chambertin that had it all. A

LARRY STONE: “I can always taste some-

caramel/bacon element.”

spicy nose exploding with blackberries and

thing distinctive in all the wines that

GEORGE DERBALIAN: “Beautifully syrupy

black currants, followed in the attack with

come from Groffier’s cellar.”

wine, but not overdone. It is controlled

an armada of tight bright fruit bringing

GEORGE DERBALIAN disagreed: “You are

and perfectly balanced. Only the very top

along with it chocolate, coffee and earth.

unique. No one else could possibly identi-

wine makers can pull this off. This wine is

This led to a powerful sweet finish punctu-

fy the flavor of Groffier’s cellar!”

a step richer than others, with more con-

ated by spice. In short, this wine was a

LARRY STONE: “There are lots of positive

centration and length and bright fruit

role model for what a 17 year old

elements of this wine. Big intense fruit

that explodes. It displays classic Roty con-

Chambertin should become. At this point

and mocha.”

centrated bright cherry laced with pome-

in our meal and tasting, Napoleon’s words

granate flavors.”

popped into my mind as I savoured this
other worldly 90 Groffier Chambertin Clos

2000 Roty. It was easy to fall in love with
this wine. It exploded with silky fruit, bal-

Having “laboured” over our blind tasting

anced against very smoky wood notes and

of young wines, it was time to drink for

ample displays of terroir. Fitting to term

pleasure, so out came a bottle of 1990

this Charmes Chambertin as “charming”.

Groffier Clos de Bèze. Reaching into my

de Bèze. The future did indeed look rosy. I
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Emerging from its last colour
bath, a batch of Havana
Brown chronograph dials.
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IT’S ALCHEMY
BLANCPAIN HAS AN ENORMOUS RANGE OF DIAL
DESIGNS. A JOURNEY TO LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS
TO LEARN HOW TWO STYLES OF DIAL ARE MADE

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON WITH PHOTOS FROM THIERRY PAREL

B

ang on the downbeat, two of Blanc-

dive deeper. And that sends us on a journey

pain’s watch designers respond in uni-

across Switzerland from the shores of Lac

son when asked to describe the secret for-

Leman where the Blancpain administrative

mulas for producing the Blancpain dials: “It's

offices are located in Paudex, to the far

alchemy!” One shoots his cuff and flashes

northern corner where La Chaux-de-Fonds is

his rose gold Leman perpetual calendar

nestled.

chronograph, “there are more than 42 steps

There is where Rubattel & Weyermann SA,

to produce this dial, and this is not the most

a sister company of Blancpain, is found. As

complicated dial in the collection”. So if we

La Chaux-de-Fonds, is tucked up against a

are going to discover what lies behind this

steep hillside, Rubattel & Weyermann

otherwise most intimately accessible compo-

divides its workshops over six floors, each

nent of a watch, we are going to have to

room devoted to a different speciality of dial
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Left. The friction press forms dial openings.
Right. The Villeret Chronographe
Monopoussoir, Havana Brown dial and
carving of the chronograph subdials.

craftsmanship - stamping, cutting, curing,

but if it were this other one, well I would do

polishing, soldering, fine carving, brushing,

that” it becomes clear that this is not alche-

coating, surface texturing, galvanic coating

my. Alchemy is too easy; it has a recipe. For

and colouring, bathing, drying, inking, fine

dial making there is no single recipe. Instead

drilling, index application, luminova applica-

there is skill, decades of experience, instinct,

tion, coating and, through it all, innumer-

and, of course, lots of trial and error. So if

able inspections and quality controls.

we have come in search of the method by

Snaking through narrow hallways, and

which Blancpain dials are made, we are

always climbing or descending, our guide is

going to go away empty handed, comforted

Pierre-Jean Meyrat, one of the three direc-

by knowing smiles, subtle nods and shoulder

tors. Every question posed to one of the dial

shrugs from the craftsmen as they sense our

makers as we slalom through the work-

dawning awareness that this metier is any-

shops, each devoted to a different skill, pro-

thing but easy or formulaic. There will be no

duces a multitude of answers; not only as to

recipes handed down today.

how a particular craft is being done, but why

For

the

directors

at

Rubattel

&

in that way for this particular dial. After

Weyermann there is a particular challenge.

dozens of responses along the lines of “well

In each room there is a different craft being

I am doing this for this particular black dial,

practised, in every case led by specialists
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FOR DIAL MAKING
THERE IS NO SINGLE
RECIPE. INSTEAD THERE
IS SKILL, DECADES OF
EXPERIENCE, INSTINCT,
AND, OF COURSE, TRIAL
AND ERROR.

who have plied their trades most often for

shimmering through; the response “artist”

more than a decade. But, for the directors

comes most quickly to mind. Instead, he

overseeing it all, there is no one skill to be

replied “technician”.

mastered; it is A to Z. Put the question to

How could that be?

Technicians make

Pierre-Jean “what does he consider a dial

microprocessors at Intel, or develop vaccines

maker to be? Artist? Technician? Crafts-

at Genentech. Examine the dial of the Fifty

man?” The response is unsettlingly modest

Fathoms to see the ever so slightly reflective

and frank. With the vision of the Blancpain

black centre; subtly recessed chapter ring,

Havana Brown dial (offered with white gold

delicately brushed to give a barely detectible

and red gold versions of the Villeret

matt finish; a date window that is not simply

Chronographe Monopoussoir (One push-

cut into the dial, but recessed with a double

piece Chronograph), Villeret Complete

step down to the opening. Evanescent

Calendar Moon Phases, the Blancpain

colours, refined surfaces, elegant textures -

Women Time Zone and the Le Brassus

these are not the stuff of technicians. But for

Quantième Perpétuel GMT), with its subtle

Pierre-Jean the answer was evident and

brown hues changing with each angle of

entirely obvious. Without being a technician,

light, sometimes brown, sometimes some-

without mastering every method, technique

what gold, sometimes slight rays of silver

and craft, none of these artistic results
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WHAT ARE DIAL MAKERS?
ARTISTS? TECHNICIANS?
CRAFTSMEN?

would be possible. What good would it be

dial of the Fifty Fathoms Automatique.

to have artistic aspirations without the savoir

Rubattel & Weyermann does not make all the

faire of applying textures or galvanically

Blancpain dials, but choosing to follow these

adding layer after layer to the surface of the

two dials through the various rooms of

dial to arrive at the right colour? We take for

Rubattel & Weyermann gives a sense of com-

granted that great artists in the past didn’t

plexity of the process from beginning to end.

simply cruise by the supply shop and scoop

Even then there is such a wide range of styles

up colours and brushes. They, too, were tech-

and materials used in the Blancpain dials that

nicians before the brush ever hit the canvas,

this tour only gets us started in developing an

concocting mixtures for colours (most often

understanding of dial creation. Saved for

jealously-guarded secrets) and fashioning

another day - and for another issue of Lettres

different forms of brushes.

du Brassus - will be other types of dials found

Two signature Blancpain dials were in pro-

in Blancpain collections such as gem set,

duction that day at Rubattel & Weyermann -

mother of pearl, opaline, sapphire and the

the Havana Brown dial of the Villeret

white gold dial of the type used in the new

Chronographe Monopoussoir and the black

Carrousel. But the Havana Brown and Fifty
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Fathoms dials are a perfect introduction into

tion to a horizontal disk attached to screwed

this craft. As it turns out, the Blancpain de-

vertical shaft that, in turn, delivers the wallop,

signers underestimated the number of dis-

closely calibrated in the neighbourhood of

crete steps to go from a blank disk of solid

160 tons, to begin forming the opening. To

brass to the finished dial, ready for mounting

fashion the window perfectly, multiple passes

into the watch. There were not 42 steps for

through the machine, separated by heat

the Fifty Fathoms black dial. There were fully

treatments, are are necessary. Finally the disk

52! And for the Havana Brown even more.

is ready to have the actual hole precisely cut.

First an injunction and warning. Don’t try

With the initial steps devoted to the refined

this in the comfort of your own living room.

form of the front side of the dial, the atten-

One of the early stages of production

tion then shifts to the side never seen by

rammed this point home, literally. To achieve

watch owners, the back. Dials are attached to

the refined, step-down window opening for

the movement by means of two impossibly

the Fifty Fathoms, the incoming brass disks

miniature feet, that, one by one, have to be

are pounded in immense machines where

hand soldered onto the back. Once the feet

giant turning disks impart a very precise rota-

are attached, the dial is cut to the correct

Left. Applying the soleil finish.
Right. The range of brushes
used to achieve different surface textures.
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Left. The spraying or giclage step.
Right. Applying each numeral and index by
hand, one by one.

THE CREATION OF
AN ALLURING DIAL
IS ANYTHING BUT
FORMULAIC.
diameter and the focus returns to the front

the sun ray pattern - the reality puts any

particular dial surfaces. The allure of a fine

with two stages of polishing, one to remove

notions of taking up this craft to rest. Each

dial is enormously enhanced by giving the

any larger size burrs, and the second to

dial is treated differently. Some are given

chapter rings and subdials their own unique

achieve a gleamingly smooth surface.

multiple giclage and soleil treatments. The

surface textures contrasting with the centre

Simple polishing, however, would produce

wall in the soleil room is filled with an arma-

of the dial. So what follows is a hand brush-

an exceedingly uninteresting dial. What fol-

da of brushes of different coarseness and

ing step. As you may have by now guessed,

lows is a complex series to steps to endow

bristle stiffness. The Fifty Fathoms dial and

the details of brush and brushing vary

the front surface with texture. First a matt

the Havana Brown dial are treated differently

according to the dial.

finish is sprayed on the dial in a step called

in these steps.

After applying another protective layer, the

giclage (“spraying”). After giclage the Fifty

Following the application of the sun ray

dial undergoes precision drilling of almost

Fathoms dial now possesses a somewhat

surface treatment, a protection layer is

microscopic holes, used for the attachment

milky-coloured covering. This is followed by

applied and it is time, in the case of the Fifty

of the numerals and indexes. It would be far

adding even more material while turning the

Fathoms dial, to carve out the exterior chap-

easier and less expensive to simply glue

dial under rotating brushes, in a step known

ter ring and, in the case of the Havana Brown

indexes to the dial surface, but that would

as soleil (“sun ray”). The previously uniform-

dial, as well to carve out the subdial areas for

not be in keeping with Blancpain’s tradition-

ly matt surface emerges from the soleil step

the chronograph counters and small seconds

al method standards. So indexes and numer-

with a barely perceptible sun ray pattern radi-

hand. This carving is done dial-by-dial with

als all bear infinitesimally small feet which

ating out from the centre. Although this

fine diamond cutting tools, one for the chap-

mate into the small dial holes, guaranteeing

description sounds rather pedestrian and

ter ring and a different tool for the subdials.

not only perfect orientation of the indexes

simple - first polish, then spray, then apply

But that is not the end of the story for these

and numerals, but secure attachment as well.
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C

olour comes next. The process at one

be radiantly golden brown but oddly purple.

owing to its diving heritage, offers luminous

level breathes high tech, for it is based

As it was, even within a batch, a few of the

markings, the dial with indexes applied

on galvanic plating. But we are not in a

dials on emergence from the last step were

then must have super Luminova painstakingly

semiconductor fab, where each and every

rejected because the colour was slightly off.

hand-squirted with a fine precision “pen”

chip goes through the same steps in the

Following application of the final protec-

into the miniscule troughs of each index

same way, time after time. Whether you

tive layer, it’s time to apply the printing to

wish to call them technicians, or what they

the dial. All of the lettering and small mark-

At last the dial is done! Of course in this

really are, artisans, the craftsmen in this

ings are painstaking inked onto the surface.

tourist's journey, following the dials up and

room readily confess that they make judge-

Generally there are multiple stops in the ink-

down through the six floors, there are many

ments for every step based on their years of

ing room according to the design of the

more cleaning, bathing, drying, inspection,

experience. The word cuisine more than

printed areas.

testing and control steps necessary to fashion

and numeral.

a magnificent dial, vital but not terribly

once pops up as they describe what they do.

Still the end has not come because there

Each dial gets multiple bath treatments

are numerals and indexes left to apply. One

applying different metals and colour. The

by one each numeral and each index is

What takes place in La Chaux-de-Fonds

length of time in each bath, the speed that

hand inserted into the previously drilled

certainly is alchemy. Whether you consider

the dials are rotated in the solution, the tem-

holes. Imagine, if you will, dials like the

these craftsmen to be artists, technicians, or,

perature - those things are all cuisine. The

Havana that feature small Roman numerals.

even as it was expressed in the plating room,

dial will be “cooked” just so. It is particular-

Each component of those numerals, for

grand chefs, it’s clear that the creation of

ly tricky with the Havana Brown dial. A few

example, VIII, is individually mounted into

an alluring dial is anything but formulaic.

seconds too long here and the dial will not

its holes. Since the Fifty Fathoms dial,

It’s magic.

riveting for the average watch enthusiast.

I
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Bruges is famous for its canals. At left the church of Notre-Dame.
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De Karmeliet:

Modernity nestled
in the Past
HOW CAN ONE UNDERTAKE REALLY SERIOUS
PURSUITS IN A CUTE TOWN AND BE
GIVEN CREDIT FOR HAVING DONE SO?

BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
ere is a dilemma that you are unlikely to

H

to cast aside that which is genuine and deal

obsess about, but if you are given to

in fluff. Why does cute pose a dilemma?

the power of suggestion, you can add this to

Because it is cute that brings people to town

your list of the world’s troubles to solve: how

in the first place. Work too hard at it and

can one undertake really serious pursuits in

become too cute or, just as fatal, work not at

a cute town and be given credit for having

all and deal in superficiality and voila! what

done so? It is all too easy in a village that

you then have is your own version of Disney-

specializes in cute – with storybook motifs,

land or worse Las Vegas. Maybe nice, maybe

romantic touches and over-the-top charm –

fun for the kids, maybe provoking oohs and
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A Bruges must: a ride in a traditional horse carriage.

aahs, maybe successful, but hardly genuine,

into narrow alleyways and passing under

certainly not serious, and absolutely guaran-

arches; and even the sound of horse drawn

teed not to be noteworthy.

carriages trotting and echoing their way

These thoughts have preyed on my mind

through town, makes the contrast all the

when visiting Bruges, in Belgium. Bruges is

more sweet. Even if you put aside Bruges’

nothing short of an adorable small town.

proximity to its polar opposite in Brussels

Arguably it is the finest example of a “story-

with its forests of government buildings and

book village” in all of Europe. Perhaps its

the natural bias in favour of Bruges that

impact is amplified by its location, a short

results, it is certain that it has few rivals for

45 minute commute train ride from Brussels.

pure charm in this corner of Europe.

Being able to leave the constricted concrete

With all of these natural “props” it would

canyons of rue de la Loi of Brussels, with its

have been easy for Bruges to spiral into the

soulless Bauhaus architecture housing legions

cuteness trap. Let the hawkers lusting after

of stern-faced bureaucrats and, in less than

the tourist trade have their way and Bruges

an hour, to arrive on the scene of lazy canals

could easily become nothing but a sprawling

lined with flowers and drooping willows, all

den of cheap trinket shops catering to bus

fronted by steep-roofed centuries-old Flemish

tours. Fantasy Land! The Las Vegas Venetian

homes; charming squares framed by ancient

gone Flemish!

guildhalls, breweries and a centuries old

Instead Bruges has steadfastly stuck to its

Burgerhaus; an ancient outdoor fish market

values, guarding tradition without spoiling

still used today; cobblestone streets winding

it. So the old houses have been lovingly
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restored and maintained. Ancient gilded

If the rules for other “charm villages”

oozes the romantic charm of life two hun-

architectural decorations and flourishes

were followed, De Karmeliet would not exist

dred or more years ago, De Karmeliet offers

gleam. Gardens brim with flowers. Yes there

in Bruges. For De Karmeliet is a full-on, seri-

sleek sophistication. Tall, slim, dark vases

are shops thrusting Belgian lace and choco-

ous, uncompromising grand restaurant. The

hold flowers on the mantlepiece. Contem-

lates into windows, but not so as draw away

Michelin guide has recently been harsh on

porary art, spare and lean, decorates

from the ambiance of the setting.

its judgment of Belgian restaurants. Two for-

the bright pastel walls. Giacommeti-style

So Bruges has found a balance: maintain-

mer three stars have been demoted to two.

sculptures sprout from sideboards. For

ing that which is the “charm magnet” draw-

Others that formerly led the pack with three

cocktails, a glass atrium imports the gar-

ing visitors to the village, without on the one

have been steadily downgraded to none. De

den to the interior. Even the place settings

hand tarting it up and making it cheap or, on

Karmeliet is now one of only two remaining

are modern. I have always taken the juxta-

the other, letting things decay into seedi-

three stars in the entire country and, of the

position of these touches of sophistication

ness. That is an encouraging signal when it

two, it is the senior member.

in the village of Bruges as a punctuated

comes to the flagship restaurant in Bruges,
De Karmeliet.

In some ways, De Karmeliet’s presence in
Bruges is incongruous. In a village that

statement that De Karmeliet will indulge in
no quaint village gimmicks.

ARGUABLY BRUGES IS THE FINEST EXAMPLE
OF A STORYBOOK VILLAGE IN ALL OF EUROPE.

A second Bruges must: a floating tour on the canals.
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Chef Geert Van Hecke.

VAN HECKE’S RANGE RUNS FROM PURE EXPRESSIONS OF
FRESHNESS TO CEREBRAL COMBINATIONS THAT, ONCE DECODED,
ARE A COMMUNICATION FROM CHEF TO DINER.

The genius of the restaurant is chef Geert

superlative preparations of humble ingredients,

Van Hecke. Van Hecke has presided over his

example a preparation of smoked pork with

T

stoves in Bruges for 23 years, 16 of them in

Mexican spices. Indeed, it is this menu which

Scone. So I had no difficulty at all arriving at

his present location on Langestraat. Before

he considers to be the more challenging of

that decision after we finished our chat in

setting out on his own, his training was

the two. As he put it when we chatted a few

the solarium, that brings an almost Japanese

utterly classical featuring stints at Alain

months ago, “Serving a wonderful turbot

ambiance to the cocktail lounge as the glass

Chapel in Mionnay and at the Villa Lorraine

dish is easy; just be sure to buy great fish”.

walls draw the garden into the interior.

in Brussels, during its glory three star years.

he best way to appreciate the range of
his talent is his grand menu, Brugge Die

His style with the grand menu is straight

The Die Scone menu begins with a brilliant

In many ways it is the village of Bruges

down the middle of French cuisine. This too

armada of appetizers to accompany cham-

itself that poses the challenge. Of course its

is difficult territory. It is here where Michelin

pagne. No less than a small tomato basil

sheer beauty is what draws visitors to this

has been the most ruthless. Today the

tart; rustic biscuit of black olives; rolled

corner of Belgium. On the other hand Bruges

rosettes seem destined for those offering

smoked and marinated salmon poised on

cannot boast the expense account diners

sparks and fireworks with exotic, often

lentils; a mirepoix topped oyster; and a

that flock to the latest “fave” in London or

bizarre preparations. Van Hecke appreciates

cocktail-glass vertical construction offering

Paris. So Bruges places De Karmeliet in a chal-

these efforts by others, and indeed even

up two mousses, white asparagus and broc-

lenging dimension. As Van Hecke described it

enjoys outings at such establishments as

coli, a quail egg and a parmesan tuile arrived

he is “too big to be a small restaurant and

El Bulli in Spain, the current leader in the

with a De Karmeliet selection champagne,

too small to be a big restaurant”.

cuisine of vapors, but he spurns turns in

Lamandier-Bernier Premier cru Vertus. This

This somewhat contradiction in size leads

those directions in his own restaurant. I

array was doubly entertaining; not only did it

him to an innovative menu construction. He

knew I was in store for a great meal when

offer up an impressive range of saveurs to

always offers a grand tasting menu with a

he lavished praise on three of my favorites,

marry with the aperitif but, being rigidly

dazzling array of deluxe preparations. But he

Lameloise, Rochat and Pont de Brent. But,

French in my approach, requiring a plan of

also proposes a more modest menu,

admiration for others aside, his inspiration

attack, that is to say a reasoned, logical and

denominated “Plats du Pays” composed of

comes internally.

ultimately correct order in which to eat
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THE ENTIRE MEAL WAS AN UTTERLY CONVINCING
DEMONSTRATION THAT GEERT VAN HECKE DESERVES HIS
PLACE AS THE REIGNING DEAN OF BELGIAN CHEFS.

them, gave me the additional pleasure of

coco, yaourt au curry. Wary diners might

with myself that I understood the code of

carefully formulating the tasting hierarchy.

sense danger here. Not only land and sea

this formidable pairing.

Aperitif concluded it was off to the table.

going on, but a description spanning two

Having offered up a challenge, Van Hecke’s

This was early spring and Van Hecke captured

full lines! The arrangement on the plate was

next preparation went straight down the mid-

the season perfectly with the first dish,

the dead give away; the langoustine poised

dle. There is no more classic combination than

Asperges de Malines et œuf poché, homard

on one half, the pork on a bed of leeks on

fresh morel mushrooms and green asparagus

bleu cuit à basse température. Aligned on a

the other, both separated by the curried

and that defined the Pavé de bar de ligne en

slender oval, the egg, asparagus and lobster

yogurt. At first one might think this was sim-

croûte de tapioca, morilles fraîches et asperges

were all linked together with sparkling fresh

ply two different dishes, different courses

vertes. The stripped bass (bar de ligne), with its

peas and a pea mouse. Served cold, it was

even, presented at one time. Not so. This

fine red tapioca crust served as a sweet neu-

perfect way to rejoice in the arrival of the first

was Van Hecke’s presentation of two interpre-

tral base, to carry the earthy bits of morel and

peas and asparagus of the year.

tations of sweetness bridged by the curry in

foamy morel sauce. A perfect comfort dish.

If the first course served up simple pleas-

between. As the light tripped on my head, I

I have long held to the view that, more

ures in different expressions of freshness, the

could see that the dish worked perfectly as a

often than not, tuna preparations marry best

next course was a stark contrast. It was

unified whole. There was a progression. The

with red wine. De Karmeliet served a perfect

intensely cerebral – one could not simply

coconut and langoustine, led perfectly to

example of a red wine tuna dish with the Dos

tuck into it – deep thought was required.

the curry. From there one seamlessly glided

de thon pané aux épices, rôti a la plancha,

Van Hecke produced what some wags might

to the leek confit and from there to the

escalope de foie d’oie, crème de patate douce,

label “surf and turf”, Ventrêche de cochon

sweet pork, with its chocolate spices. There

oignons grelots, huile d’olive aux aromates.

“Duke of Berkshire” laquée aux épices “Hot

are no cookbooks that teach fireworks like

The description is a dead giveaway that this

Chocolate”, langoustine royale à la noix de

this! Of course I was completely pleased

will be a red wine dish; if the tuna were not

Maline Asparagus with lobster, poached egg and spring peas.

Madame Van Hecke.
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enough of a hint, the foie gras, sweet pota-

through brilliantly on both scores. Posed next

on the outside, and stuffed with pureed apple

toes and onions would certainly ram the point

to it was a miniature gateau of sorts, com-

and vanilla cream, married with an apple sor-

home. It was of course marvelous. Foie gras

posed of the spelt grain, with its “frosting” of

bet; an innovative strawberry and rhubarb

and tuna were made for each other, produc-

smoked cheese with a mushroom decoration.

compote accented by basil and a basil foam;

ing a perfect fish substitute for beef Rossini.

Van Hecke found an ingenious way to play off

and a blanc manger with blackberries set

This combination is not original to De Karmeliet,

the leg and thigh. Most often pigeon prepara-

against a tarragon/verbena sorbet. The choco-

but the addition of the sweet potatoes and

tions add richness, either incorporating the

late course was a narrow brick of chocolate

onions is. I was somewhat mystified at first by

abats or foie gras to set a counterpoint to the

praline, supporting a dense concentrated apri-

the addition of one other ingredient, not

rare cooked breast. Here the direction was the

cot gelée and bearing both chocolate sorbet

named on the menu, a large piece of elegant-

opposite, a clear light broth, liberally spiked

and raspberries.

ly sculptured calamari. I was originally tempt-

with fresh vegetables offered an interpretation

The entire meal was an utterly convincing

ed just to stare it down and perhaps devour it

of the leg and thigh that was both lighter and

demonstration that Geert Van Hecke deserves

after the rest of the plate. Then the code came

more delicate than the breast.

his place as the reigning dean of Belgian chefs.

through again. This was a third “meaty” note

Madame Van Hecke presides over the

What was most impressive was his range, the

for the dish; it was all about texture, three dis-

cheese trolley. It is interesting that the range of

ability to compose both classic combinations

tinct chewy delights.

Belgian cheeses is rather limited, but I did find

and edgy ones, to appeal to simple pleasures

Time for the main course and a favorite it

a local cow cheese, Fleuron de Bruges that

and to challenge intellectually. And over it all

was. I freely confess to a strong bias in favor of

was vastly entertaining and perfect for finish-

was pure perfection.

pigeon. So I was delighted to see Supreme de

ing the red wine.

pigeon de Bresse, épeautre au fromage

Dessert at De Karmeliet is a four act play,

fumé et condiments, la cuisse confite comme

featuring petit fours, a mighty array of fruit

RESTAURANT DE KARMELIET

un pot-au-feu proposed on the menu. Van

desserts, a chocolate dessert and finally

LANGESTRAAT 19, 8000 BRUGGE

Hecke’s rendition did not disappoint. Two

chocolates themselves. All were immensely

Tel +32 (0)50 33 85 59

qualities define the perfect pigeon – texture

satisfying. There was pure delight in each of

Fax +32 (0)50 33 10 11

and absence of livery notes. This one came

the fruit desserts: an apple ravioli caramelized
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE IDIOM OF ONE OF THE
WORLD’S MOST REVERED VINTAGE CAR RALLIES, THE ITALIAN
MILLE MIGLIA, IS TRANSLATED INTO CALIFORNIAN?
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T

he Atlantic Ocean is transformative.

on both continents, two week’s time on

Notwithstanding globalisation, and

either end, and perhaps a friend to but-

the phenomenon of compression and

ter up the rally organizers to let you in

homogenization of cultures, called by

and you’ll reach your own conclusions.

Thomas Friedman of the New York Times,

Sensing that may be a touch impractical

an ardent proponent of this world view,

for the bulk of our readership, we are

“the earth is flat”, something happens

trying for the next best thing, a diary

when an event is transported across the

kept by our intrepid correspondent who,

Atlantic Ocean. It may bear the same

perhaps in a somewhat more humble

name; it may occur at the same time of

chariot, a 1956 Alfa Spider Normale,

year; many of its trappings may be similar,

drove the California event.

but in the end it will just be different on

Particulars. The Italian Mille Miglia

the opposite shores. George Bernard

traces its heritage to twenty-four races

Shaw saw this perfectly when he spoke of

which ran from 1927 to 1957. These were

the Americans and the British as two peo-

full-on motor races, not on a track but

ples divided by a common language. An

through cities and villages along a 1000

ocean does that, even when spanned by a

mile course running from Brescia, through

fibre-optic internet backbone.

Ferrara, down to Rome, and back again

So what happens when the idiom of

(via Tuscany) to Brescia. Following a hor-

one of the world’s most revered vintage

rific crash of Alfonso de Portago’s Ferrari

car rallies, the Italian Mille Miglia is repli-

which killed eleven spectators, the Mille

cated in Calfornia or, put more aptly,

was suspended for twenty years before

translated into Californian? Blancpain set

re-appearing in its modern garb as a rally.

out to discover these differences by sponsor-

However, even though the modern rally

ing and driving in the April California

incarnation is no longer a fierce race, it

Mille Miglia Rally. If you’re the type that

remains a competition and follows its

likes to beeline to the conclusion, we can

historical course. The Brescia-Rome-Brescia

spare you flipping pages by saying that it

route is navigated in but three days by a

was a hoot. A blast. A full 100 on the fun

field of 375 vintage cars (and sometimes

meter. But it was different from its Italian

more as outsiders spontaneously join in

grandfather. Think of the differences as

on the fun). California also offers a 1000

something “found in translation”, to bor-

mile drive. But, unlike Italy, the route

row from Sofia Coppola. Of course, to

varies every year and, perhaps reflecting a

savour best the nuances, all that is required

certain laid back California style, is spread

is a fabulous C type Jaguar or, if you incline

over four days instead of three. A scant 65

to things Italian, a Ferrari 250 Testarossa

vintage cars (with 130 drivers) make the

FOUND IN
TRANSLATION
BY JEFFREY S. KINGSTON
WITH PHOTOS FROM JEFFREY S. KINGSTON AND JOHN FULTON
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grade and are accepted into the rally. By rule,
all the cars must be pre-1957 vintage and, by
practice must be seen as notable and interesting (1957 is significant because it was the last
year of the original historic Italian Mille Miglia).
Most significantly, the California Mille Miglia is
not a competition.

DAY 0
No self-respecting rally just starts. Hoisting
oneself into a car and just zooming off is
called “commuting”. A great vintage car rally
is a celebration of the automobile as an art
form, and driving as a sport. So the California
Mille Miglia began with ceremony. And in
San Francisco, ceremony equates to party,
not a small one but a full day long party, not
only for all of the 130 drivers, but for the
whole City of San Francisco. Shortly after 10
am. the first of the cars chugged up steep
Nob Hill (yes, that’s the hill from the Tony
Bennett ballad, where the “little cable cars
climb halfway to the stars”), traversed a red
carpet laid in the street for the occasion and

A Ferrari 212 leaves the start gate.

parked in front of the grand doyenne of San
Francisco hotels, the Fairmont. There may
have been a healthy contingent of vintage

A 1939 Jaguar SS-100.

German automotive iron, but you would not
have known it from the music blasting out
onto the street. The juke box was stuck on
50s American/Italian, with the likes of Frank
Sinatra, Dean Martin (How long since you
heard Dean croon “That’s Amore”?), Tony
Bennett, and a few Sicilian instrumentals.
I felt as if I had been transported back to
my teen years when I would drool over automotive magazines (its ok; teenage boys can
drool over more than one kind of magazine)
with pictures of 300SL Gullwings. And there
they were, five of them parked together. Never
seen so many in one place. Not that
Germany had a monopoly on the displayed
iron. More than a dozen Ferraris of pre-1957
vintage vied for attention, needing no help
from the Italian music to be noticed. And
from the great days of British automotive
history, two C-type Jaguars, two XK-100s
(from the ‘30s), two XK120s and several

The six carbs of a 1952 Cunningham.
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140s. The French had their representatives

DAY 1

as well with two magnificent Talbot-Lagos.

Perfect dawn in San Francisco. Not a cloud

San Franciscans may chant the anti-auto-

to be found anywhere.

mobile mantra with the best of them when

8:30 am. Maybe this is what the pits at Le

the political occasion calls for it, but there is

Mans sounded like 60 years ago. Revs, roars,

no doubt where their emotions take them.

pops and exhaust barks. First task, deal with

Ten thousand people flocked to the car fest

seats, sopping wet with the morning dew.

to ogle these dream machines.

Do you think the Fairmont hotel will mind

And Blancpain was right in the middle of

putting a few linen breakfast napkins to a

it all. Fresh from Basel, Blancpain flew over

higher and better purpose than dabbing

the Fifty Fathoms collection and the special

after toast crumbs? Of course not. Problem

limited edition Peking-Paris Leman Flyback

solved. Note to self: that’s why they outfit

Chronographs. A Blancpain watchmaker

these cars with tonneau covers.

patiently explained the workings of the

Martin Swig, the actual as well as spiritual

1150 100-hour power reserve and 1185

force behind the California Mille and owner

chronograph movements to crowds pressing

of our Alfa leaned in for the instructions on

into the Blancpain tent.

the car. “Here’s the hand throttle. Use it.”

Good things happen when the head of

“Oh, and one more thing, you really have to

Blancpain US opens up the case, full of the

step on the brakes. Not a little bit. Hard. Real

2007 Blancpain novelties and says “which

hard.” And with that he was off to shinny

one do you want to wear during the rally?”

into his 1925 Lancia Lambda to lead the

Like a seagull diving for a fish, I swooped in

pack out from the Fairmont toward the

and grabbed a rose gold 50 Fathoms.

Golden Gate Bridge. Waving the procession

Already, the '56 Alfa seemed better.

out of the lot and through the departure
gate were two Blancpain representatives
holding two Flyback style clocks. A nice
touch that, even if the California Mille Miglia
is an untimed rally, completely devoid of any
competitive element, save perhaps the
recounting of the best story over cocktails.
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SEEING OUR PROCESSION, ONLY THE MOST SOUR, HUMOURLESS DESICCATED
CAR HATER WOULD COME UP SHORT OF A FULL EAR TO EAR GRIN.
Turns out we’re not the only strays. Three
or four others of our flock are wandering
aimlessly back and forth on the coast road
around the Bolinas turn off. Martin is a
genius. Thought of everything, including
numbskull map reading. One of his team on
a motorcycle roars by, gathers us up and
points us to the road back over the mountains to Fairfax. Now that’s service! And
we’re spared having to stop and ask
Toadstool for directions.
In now somewhat scorching heat, we
finally rolled into our lunch stop in the
Carneros vineyard region of the Napa Valley.
The Carneros section of the Napa Valley
forms its southern border with the Bay, and

The fence at Hubcap Ranch.

Coaxing the engine to just the right rpm

After diving into Sausalito our procession

cooled by fog and breezes, produces some of

with the hand throttle, we take our place on

hits the first challenging road grinding up the

the finest chardonnays and pinot noirs of the

the red-carpet lane heading out. Step on the

flanks of Mount Tamalpais to traverse from

Valley. We slouched in, the last to arrive.

brakes hard. Nothing. Hard. No kidding.

the Bay to the Stinson Beach/Bolinas coast.

Conversation at that point was intense,

Harder. Still harder. The rump of a gorgeous

More than a little pressure with every glance

chronicling the morning’s car breakdowns. A

300SL Gullwing now looms large. Sensibilities

in our rearview mirror. A yellow 250 Ferrari

Talbot owner was triumphant. His steed hav-

built upon too many years driving modern

Testarossa is in our trunk - or so it looks.

ing been delivered from the restoration

Porsches with vented drilled disk brakes that

Worse, I feel like a child wearing my

mechanic (who had worked a whole year on

are capable of stopping the earth’s rotation, if

Blancpain baseball cap seeing the Testarossa

the project) only the day before the rally, he

that’s what you wanted to do, now tossed

pair outfitted with real leather driving hel-

had made it unscathed through the morning.

out. Swig said “hard”. He should have said

mets (and of course gloves). Visage set firm-

Not only that, with no practice he had

“all your might”. Hard does not work. All

ly, steering wheel gripped, hugging our tail

already mastered the tricks of the Talbot-

your might does and the impending

that’s Juan Manuel Fangio back there for

Lago’s idiosyncratic pre-selector gear shift

Italian/German car fusion is avoided.

christsakes. Surrender. We pull over. We do

(one moves the selector before the moment

Only the most sour, humourless, desiccat-

that a lot. And not just for Fangio in the

of the shift to the desired gear and then later,

ed car hater, would come up short of a full

Testarossa. We even let our fellow Alfisti

sometimes much later, commands the shift

ear to ear grin seeing our procession make

pass. Maybe too much. Soon the thought

when it is desired; trick: always keep firmly in

its way across the span of the Golden Gate

occurs, where is everybody? A bit later, a

mind exactly which gear you have pre-select-

on this bright, cloudless morning. Every con-

more useful thought: “they’re not here,

ed). The flatbed truck had already scooped

vertible top down (and for some there was

because we're on the wrong road" heading

up several less lucky cars. The first morning is

no choice in the matter for they had no top),

blindly up the coast past Bolinas (Never go to

always the worst. Martin’s 1925 Lancia

a string of Ferraris, Jags, Alfas, Mercedes,

Bolinas; and really NEVER stop there. They

expired long before the morning concluded.

Porsches, Lotus…as far as the eye can see.

name their children “Dirt”, “Sky” “Toad-

Felt like an Olympic athlete marching into

stool” and despise outsiders. Such is their

the stadium during opening ceremonies

contempt for the rest of the world, they sys-

being part of it. Lots of appreciative waves

tematically take down road signs as fast as

and honks from the traffic.

the State of California puts them up.).
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Determined to acquit ourselves better, we
roared off again with the pack to climb the
hills on the eastern side of the Napa Valley.
Driving more agressively - and of course
braking with molto gusto - the rhythms of
the Alfa became more apparent. I had a
blindingly bright revelation as we twisted
our way up the hills. This car does not have
any microprocessors! Not a single one! With
no electronics between driver and machine
both of us were required to speak directly to
each other. No translation. No bits and bytes
A 1955 Jag XK-140 driven by its original owner.

to cover up errors. Moreover, this car does
not hide its mechanical feelings; and those
emotions demand that it be driven on its
terms. First to second shift, just a little pause,
if you please, and while you’re at it, at least
5000 rpm. No pause, wrong rpm and the
gearbox crunches. As for downshifts, memories of 40 years ago flooded back. Of
course, double clutch! Driving a British
sports car in college 35 years ago demanded
it. Happily the muscle memory was still
there. At last the Alfa and I were at peace
with each other. Each properly done double
clutch downshift was rewarded with a satisfying “snick” of the shifter. Forget to double
clutch, chastising grind was the response.
So with our exhaust snarl blaring we raced

The perfect pose: A 1953 C-Type Jaguar at the Mendocino coast.

through the high foothills leading to the Pope
Valley, and at last Alfa and I understood each
other. We may not have been fit to take on
Fangio and the Testarossa just yet, nor for that
matter the Gullwings, but at least our swerves
off the road to let others pass were less frequent. Salutes to the group as we paused at
the Hubcap ranch - an only in the US fence
memorial to hubcaps of cars - no doubt long
ago residents in an auto graveyard.
The day concluded along the famed
Silverado Trail, which winds through some of
the finest cabernet vineyards in the Napa
Valley. We rolled into our Oakville hotel to be
rewarded with a glass of champagne, signalling the end of a great drive. Truly this had
been an only in California type of first day. In
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the space of eight hours we had driven

up the valley on the opposite east side, to

ing yielded to rain clouds.

through a big city (San Francisco), the coastal

the small town commanding the northern

looks, Marc and I realized that Martin’s car

mountains, the Pacific Coast line, dry scrub

tip, Calistoga. Turning east toward Cobb

briefing had not only excluded the location of

oaks bordering the hills above the Central

mountain, the vineyards give way in an

the gas filler cap, but of more immediate

Valley and still had two passes through vine-

instant to pine forest. Hard to believe these

urgency, the secrets to the convertible top.

yards in two distinct growing regions.

two radically different microclimates could

Just as the motor-cycle the day before had

exist so close to one another.

materialized at the perfect instant, Martin

Dinner was particularly festive, hosted by
Blancpain at the Domaine Chandon winery.

Just as quickly as the vineyards gave way to

This is the California outpost of the mam-

the pines, the brilliant sunshine of the morn-

The cockpit of the Testarossa.
A very rare 1957 Alfa SVZ followed
by a Mercedes 300SL.

moth French house, Moet et Chandon, and
features,

of

course,

California

white

sparkling wine (under French ownership,
they cannot bring themselves to call it
“champagne”, even if made using the methode champagnoise). Topic one during dinner
was the casualty list from the first day: victims were a lovely Talbot-Lago owned by
actor Jeffrey Jones (Ferris Buehler’s Day Off,
Beetlejuice, Amadeus among his many credits), Martin’s 1925 Lancia Lambda, a lovely
Lotus 11 (which was gone before the Golden
Gate bridge) and most tragically a super rare
Briggs Cunningham, which not only died
but, to the horror of its on-looking owner,
rolled off the flat bed landing on its trunk.

DAY 2
Time for Blancpain’s US President, Marc
Junod, to learn the Alfa’s moods. Having
driven down the west side of the Napa
Valley the afternoon before, we head back

With stricken

himself rolled up next to us less than a minute
after our first desperate pangs of top angst.
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could not make the mental leap of projecting, but a morning of this kind of road, into
12,000 kilometers of worse, that the PekingParis contestants - warriors is a better word
- had in store for themselves.
After lunch, my turn to dazzle Marc Junod
with my now slick double clutch downshifts
as we headed into redwood country for our
destination of Eureka, at the far northern

Weaving through the Avenue
of the Giants a 1936 Auburn.

A FOUR DAY DRIVE TO SAVOR THE DIVERSITY THAT CALIFORNIA OFFERS.
Several years' ownership of British sports

one wipe at a time and make it through the

corner of the California coast.

cars of the 60s had me ready for a complex

day or, just turn them on and let them wipe

rain. Passing logging trucks throwing out

assembly of rods, braces, loops, hooks and

away for 10 minutes and then… Up to you.”

walls of water from their giant sets of dou-

flaps - just what was it in the British charac-

Off we went in the rain towards the

ble tyres. And our response: was any of this

ter of the 60s that led them to such complex

Mendocino coast. The co-pilot’s job became

worth a wipe? Amazing how the driver’s

and arcane top structures? Ah, but we were

windshield wiper management. All conver-

desire for one little wipe and the co-pilot's

in an Italian car. No one had told the Alfa

sation gave way to the topic of whether

desire to conserve wipes diverge. I discov-

engineers that a proper top needed 30 intri-

things were bad enough to merit one wipe.

ered Junod’s cruel streak. And another

cate components to be frantically assembled

God forbid that we would lose our senses

delight of the Alfa revealed itself. The

in pouring rain. A simple reach back behind

and let ‘em run for two wipes.

defroster. Amazing the effectiveness of a

Torrential

and the Alfa’s top, totally intact, simply piv-

Mendocino, site of a Russian outpost two

towel. But the honours for fortitude this

oted forward ready to be held in place by a

centuries ago, is a tourist beacon on the

afternoon belonged to the topless - the C

fastener. Done.

Northern California Coast. The Mille route

Jags,

a

few

Ferraris

(including

the

One more bit of advice from Martin, as the

to get there, however, notwithstanding the

Testarossa), the MG Special. We may have

rain increased. Riveting my attention on him,

fame of the destination, was obscure. Really

had puddles accumulating at our feet in the

having learned that his spare words, such as

obscure. Thoughts of the upcoming Peking-

Alfa, but in the land of the blind, the one

the brake advice, carried deep powerful mes-

Paris Rally, sponsored by Blancpain, leapt

eyed man is king. We had a top!

sages, Martin offered wisdom on the wind-

into my conscience as we banged over the

Dinner was a delight as Gino Munaron of

shield wipers. “There are only so many wipes

washboard and negotiated the switchbacks

Valenza, Italy, regaled with stories of the his-

in this system. You can use them sparingly,

of one of California’s truly forgotten roads. I

toric and modern Italian Mille Miglia.
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DAY 3

ated it. Knowing his capacity for understate-

ride in the new R8, piloted by Dindo Capello,

Throughout history, mankind’s armies have

ment and with yesterday’s equivalent of the

winner of Le Mans. My lips are sealed on

always been prepared to fight the last war. As

Khandahar pass still vivid in memory, we

what we did with that car on small roads

we departed Eureka, Junod and I were ready

braced for a real doozy. It was. Potholes

leading off the coast. Enough to say that his

for the Rains of Ranchipur. Plastic bags for all

capable of swallowing a Fiat whole marked

skills and the car’s prowess were both well

our possessions. In my case, double plastic

the route. Occasional patches of new pave-

on display.

bags for the computer, 5D camera and lenses.

ment also popped up. Knowing the stan-

And, of course, parkas, sweaters, etc. No

dard of what was left to fester, I was inca-

DAY 4

worry on the watches, both Marc and I were

pable of visualizing just what those sections

Triumph. Marc Junod and the Alfa have

still wearing our 50 Fathoms diving watches,

must have been like before someone was

bonded. His double clutches are now mar-

more than a match for anything that the skies

sufficiently moved to make the repair.

vels, each shift rewarded by a soft “snick”.

might dish out.
Ten minutes into the drive, brilliant sunshine. And sunshine for the rest of the day.
Our first checkpoint of note, the small log-

Another landmark of sorts passed before

The switchbacks and washboards of the pre-

noon; Honeydew, California. Nestled in Red-

vious days are behind us. This is a day of

woods, this village has earned the reputa-

grand high speed sweepers. And another

tion as the most lawless corner of the state.

day to savour the diversity that California

This is the land of marijuana plantations.

offers. In quick order we race by coastal salt

And law enforcement doesn’t touch them.

plains; ragged cliffs, plunging hundreds of

Nobody touches them. Even buying a coffee

feet to the Pacific (think multiples of the

at the Honeydew store, I practiced my best

scale of the Brittany Côte Sauvage ); scrub

“I see nothing and will forget everything”

oak covered coastal mountains; finally the

countenance.

vineyards of the Alexander Valley, north and

Leaving this hardcore agricultural centre

west of the famed Napa Valley.

behind, we headed to the Avenue of the

After a magnificent lunch outdoors at the

Giants. In a way, it is tragic that this is left off

Clos du Bois winery, we have what should

foreign tourist itineraries. Day becomes

be an easy cruise to traverse over to the

night as one enters this magnificent, thou-

Sonoma Valley and our final destination, the

sands of years old, giant redwood forest.

Sonoma Mission Inn. Except that the Alfa is

Headlights on we negotiated the path that,

now mysteriously going on strike. Engine

ging town of Ferndale. Schools were let out

respecting these towering ancient trees,

dying, unpredictably and without warning.

for the day and the classes lined the street,

bends and twists to avoid bringing harm to

Happily this is more in the nature of a tem-

waving Italian flags, and cheering every car

any of them. There is no similar forest any-

per tantrum as the car, each and every time,

that went by. This was the ultimate egalitar-

where else on the planet.

fires back to life and we resume the road.

The 1952 MG Special.

ian greeting. The '56 Volkswagen Beetle in

The afternoon was devoted to a sprint

A Blancpain reception awaits at the finish.

our group earned the same enthusiastic

along the coast to the Little River Inn south

We may be in the heart of California wine

reception as the multi-million dollar Ferraris.

of Mendocino. Indeed, sprinting was very

country, but glasses of French A. R. LeNoble

After my best imitation of a Windsor royal

much the order of the afternoon, as

1996 Champagne greets each driver at the

wave for the children, it was time for the real

Blancpain’s co-sponsor, Audi, lined up their

end.

business of the day, Mattole road, which

highest performance models in front of the

Surprisingly this was a day with car casual-

would traverse the coastal mountains and

Inn and dangled keys before us. I roared off

ties. The normal rule is that vintage cars,

deposit us on the coast. Martin warned that

in the newest S4 - double clutching all the

even as buffed and pampered as in this field,

this road would be chore, and to think kind

way, until I remembered it was not 1956

given to failing, will do so on day 1. Past

thoughts about our machines as we negoti-

anymore. Capping off the afternoon was a

that point, generally these lovingly main-

THERE WERE NO WINNERS OR LOSERS. BUT THERE WAS
ONE TOWERING WINNER, THE GENTLEMEN WITH THE 55 JAG WHO
FULLY CAPTURED THE ROMANCE OF MAN AND AUTOMOBILE.
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tained machines make it to the end. Not so
today. Our Alfa nearly expired. But lost and
scooped up by the flatbed were one of the
devastatingly gorgeous C-type Jags, a 300
SL, and worst luck of all, the Alfa driven by
Martin’s sons.
The final dinner was a grand celebration of
drivers and machines. My hat went off to one
of the drivers of a 55 Jaguar XK-140. This
pristine, shimmering, lavender-coloured clasSchool was out in Ferndale to greet cars and drivers.

sic, was driven by its original purchaser, who
has owned it for all of the ensuing 52 years.
Now 84 years old, he proudly recounted the
tale of its purchase, down to the moment of
its arrival in San Francisco by boat.
As I reflected on the tale of 55 Jag and the
four days and 1000 miles criss-crossing some
of the most interesting roads Northern
California has to offer, I revelled one more
time in this dose of automotive total immersion therapy. If you have a pulse and ever
have dreamed of wonderful cars, driving a
rally like this is a must. In this haze of
thought, even the day of rain metamorphosed into a plus - a day punctuated and
made more memorable by the experience of
dealing with this side of the Alfa’s personality. A final thought. The California Mille
Miglia was not a competition. There were no

A Jaguar XK-120 negotiates the coastal road.

winners or losers. But in my mind there was,
nonetheless, one towering winner, the gentleman with the 55 Jag. More than anyone
there, he most fully captured the romance of
man and automobile.
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SHORT STORIES 2008
FOLLOWING THE BASEL FAIRS FROM 2007 AND 2008 WE TAKE A SHORT
TOUR THROUGH SOME OF THOSE INTRODUCTIONS NOW IN THE SHOPS.

colour motifs be carried forward. But with

Emphatically announcing the liberalization

the domain of the Fifty Fathoms reaching

of the Fifty Fathoms/Air Command style is the

Recalling the history of the Fifty Fathoms

far beyond navy frogmen carrying out haz-

new white bezel, white dial, white strap ver-

and its birth as a serious military diving

ardous missions, to the rhythms and pleas-

sion of the Fifty Fathoms Automatique. Not

instrument, indeed its conception as a tool

ures of everyday life, why should the collec-

only was bounce brought to the colour

for combat divers, it is no surprise that in

tion express only a singular mood?

scheme, but the anti-magnetic shielding was

the span of the half century of its existence

Recognizing that the owners of timepieces

removed to permit this version of the Fifty

it has born the purposeful trappings of that

from the Fifty Fathoms line were more like-

Fathoms to be equipped with a sapphire back

milieu - black bezel, black dial, luminous

ly to be found enjoying spirited drives top

and, with that, a view of the calibre 1315

markings and indexes, and, for the most

down behind the wheel of a fine sports

movement. With the movement presented

part, black waterproof straps (with the

car, savouring a fiery curry in a boisterous

for view, the normal soleil-decorated winding

minor exception of metal bracelets in the

restaurant, or gesticulating in 30th floor

rotor of the classic edition has been replaced

more recent past). It was fitting with the

conference rooms, Blancpain decided

by one formed into the shape of a nautilus

2007 debut of the newest generation of

that the time had come to broaden the

cephalopod. The nautilus snail is one of

the Fifty Fathoms line and the closely relat-

colour palette and endow the line with

nature’s most mysterious and ancient crea-

ed Air Command, that the original sober

more choices of expression.

tures, Nautilus Pompilius, at once living at

EXPRESS YOURSELF

great depths of the sea and immortalized as a
fossil. The nautilus snail which habits the
Indo-Pacific oceans conquers the depths by
mixing gases and liquid in a siphon which
passes along its shell, which is divided into
chambers. This special shell system, to which
Blancpain pays tribute in
adopting both its image and
name, terming the rotor
“nautilus”, not only allows
the

nautilus

to

remain

upright while submerged at
depths of as much as 650
metres, but to migrate to the
surface at night.
Bringing women into the equation, Blancpain has introduced two
additional white-themed Fifty Fathoms
Automatique. The feminine models replace the green Luminova markings and
accents of dial and bezel with either pale-blue
or pink tints. Adding a further feminine lustre
to the ensemble, the pink- and blue-themed
Fifty Fathoms Automatique are outfitted with
Blancpain's unique Nautilus winding rotor.

dials fashioned out of mother-of-pearl.
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If the all-white Fifty Fathoms is the most
exuberant expression of the new palette,
then the black automatic stands at the
other extreme. In this version, the white
Luminova used for the hands and dial
indexes, and the pearl grey Luminova used
on the bezel have been replaced by a distinctive black variety. A departure from the
usual, this hue of Luminova shows as black
in the light, but glows brightly at night.
Keeping with the black theme, the steel
case and buckle are coated with polished
DLC ( “diamond-like carbon” ) material.
Not only does the DLC coating build the
black mood of the piece, but it endows the
watch with greater scratch resistance than
steel. Like its all-white kin, the black automatic has a transparent back and the
Nautilus rotor.
The red-gold Flyback chronograph of the
Fifty Fathoms collection debuts with a new
colour scheme as well. A subtle shade of
grey for both dial and bezel has been chosen to harmonize with the red-gold case.
The interplay between the red-gold and
grey colours carries over into the details of
the dial, with red-gold accents on the
indexes, the hands and on the borders of
the subdials. The flyback movement is visible through the sapphire back as is the
Nautilus rotor.

The yellow accent Speed Command.

For 2008, a new category of the Sport
Collection debuts as the Speed Command.
The Speed Command breathes with the spirit of motor racing and is offered in two bold

BLANCPAIN DECIDED THAT THE TIME HAD COME

colour choices; orange and yellow. Against a
background of a black sapphire bezel, black

TO BROADEN THE COLOUR PALETTE AND

dial and black DLC-coated case and buckle,
the Speed Commands feature either yellow

RANGE OF EXPRESSION FOR THE FIFTY FATHOMS

or orange Arabic indexes, bezel markings,
and subdial indexes. In common with the Air

LINE AND SPORT COLLECTION.

Command, the bezel on the Speed
Command is bidirectional and links with
motor sports through countdown markings.

dial is fashioned from carbon fibre, and its

instruments, the hands are black with red

The yellow or orange colour carries over

Arabic indexes are designed in a speed-

Luminova. The DLC coating for the case and

onto the stitching the Barennia black leather

inspired font. As befits a timing instrument,

buckle is given a mat finish. A final automo-

rubber lined strap. The details of the dial and

the outer perimeter of the dial carries a

tive touch is expressed in the winding rotor,

hands come from the sports-car milieu. The

tachymeter scale. Evoking automotive

designed like a sculpted alloy wheel.
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Léman Chronographe Flyback Grande Date.

SUBTLE CHANGES

Léman Réveil GMT.

at 6 o’clock with a two-window large date.

backwards as local time is advanced or retard-

The other indications of the chronograph

ed through midnight; a single crown for

Many times the most satisfying changes of all

carry forward unchanged. Three refine-

advancing and retarding local time in one

are those that at first glance are not noticed.

ments to this arrangement were introduced

hour increments; an alarm which winds both

Those that provoke the reaction “what

in 2007. First the case is now in brushed steel

with the crown and with the automatic wind-

change?”. A case can be made that changes

or brushed rose gold. Second, equally subtle,

ing system; an on/off indicator for the alarm;

such as these are the essence of refinement,

the black dial that formerly featured painted

and a power reserve indicator to show the

an improvement that preserves the body of

Arabic numerals, now is in the Aqualung style

state of the alarm wind. To accommodate all

what was there to begin with.

with a mix of applied numerals and applied

of these features requires placing three time

Two such refinements debuted in the Blanc-

indexes. Finally, the 2007 Flyback Grand Date

displays on the face, local time (with the large

pain collection at the 2007 Basel fair, the new

comes equipped with the new deployant

hands), home time (a smaller display) and

Flyback Grand Date and the new Réveil of the

buckle, which when open features arms bear-

alarm setting time.

Léman collection. Both retained fully the spir-

ing the “JB” logo and when closed appears

it of the preceding design with only slight

to be a traditional tang buckle.

tweaks to breathe in a little freshness.

Until now, the home time display on
the Réveil was nestled into a subdial located

Since its introduction in 2004, the Léman

at the nine o’clock position. For 2007, the

The Flyback is a Blancpain icon, a watch

Réveil has earned a place also as a Blancpain

appearance was refined by taking the home

that is one of the key pillars of the brand. The

mainstay. This is a complicated watch, as it

time display and moving it from the subdial

Grand Date variant has been in the Léman

places at the disposal of demanding travellers

(and of course eliminating that subdial) and

collection since 2005. Sporting a slightly larger

every single feature of the perfect wristwatch

instead offering the reading via a long slender

case than the original Flyback, 40mm vs.

companion for journeys across timezones:

hand which points to a 24 hour scale on the

38mm, the Grand Date version replaces the

two time zone displays (home time and local

outer perimeter of the dial. An air of simplicity

small date and small seconds display located

time); a date which changes forwards and

has now been breathed into the complex. I
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SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE
BLANCPAIN'S GENEVA BOUTIQUE HONOURED
Switzerland’s renowned business magazine

seats them and offers them a cup of coffee.

Bilan in conjunction with the Reflection

The saleswomen truly listen to the cus-

Marketing Agency conferred upon Blancpain

tomers so as to better advise them. This is

its First Place Trophee d’Excellence this past

unfortunately not the case in many other

April for its Geneva Boutique. This followed a

boutiques, where sales assistants did not

comprehensive survey of watch, jewelry and

have convincing arguments for their prod-

clothing boutiques along Geneva’s presti-

ucts and rarely offered the customer a logi-

gious rue du Rhône shopping district. In this

cal choice”.

evaluation of customer experience, Blancpain

Blancpain CEO Marc A. Hayek drove down

captured first place with a score of 4.9 out of

to Geneva to join Geneva Boutique Manager

a possible 5.0.

Nadia Constantin to receive the Trophée

The survey was conducted with “mystery

d’Excellence. Mr. Hayek noted that Blancpain

shoppers” whose identities as survey takers

has striven to provide training and guidance

was concealed. Noted Vincent Dübi of

for all of its Boutiques to create the same

Reflection Marketing “As soon as customers

kind of atmosphere and welcome recog-

walk in the door, the staff takes their coats,

nized in the Bilan magazine award.

CALIFORNIA MILLE LIMITED
EDITION FIFTY FATHOMS
CHRONOGRAPHE FLYBACK
To celebrate Blancpain’s second year of
sponsorship for the California Mille Miglia
vintage car rally (reported in Found In
Translation pp. 72 ), Blancpain has created
a special California Mille Edition Fifty
Fathoms Chronographe Flyback. Destined
to be ultra rare, as it is strictly limited to
but 20 individually numbered pieces, this
Mille Edition of the stainless steel Fifty
Fathoms Chronographe Flyback sports a
unique carbon fibre dial and case back
engraved “California Mille”. All of the
other features of the Fifty Fathoms
Chronographe Flyback have been carried
forward including water-resistant chronograph pushers that can be used underwater, unidirectional sapphire bezel, antimagnetic protection and rubber lined sail
cloth strap. The California Mille chronographs will be available exclusively from
Blancpain’s Boutiques worldwide.
The Geneva Boutique with its zinc bar.

SHORT TAKES FROM THE BLANCPAIN NEWS-WIRE
FAMED WATCHMAKER VINCENT CALABRESE JOINS BLANCPAIN.
Vincent Calabrese’s watchmaking career

Following his re-uniting with the Blancpain

has spanned fully a half century! Beginning

team to develop the Carrousel, it became

as a watchmaker at the age of 14 in his

clear to both Vincent Calabrese and

native Naples, Mr. Calabrese has built a

Blancpain’s CEO Marc A. Hayek that the fit

resume and fame matched by few in the

and chemistry were just too good for the

industry. Not only did he create his own

relationship to be that of consultant/client.

watch brand 30 years ago, specializing in

Announced at the Baselworld 2008,

highly creative unique timepieces, but he

Vincent Calabrese now has joined Blanc-

has worked behind the scenes designing,

pain as full time employee working in the

developing and producing movements and

Research and Development department.

complications for an impressive list of

Although lips are sealed, multiple projects

watch brands. Sadly much of that creativi-

are now underway to create new Blanc-

ty has remained cloaked in secrecy as his

pain movements. With history as a predic-

client brands have preferred to take all the

tor, it is certain that exciting developments

credit themselves for his inventions.

are in the pipeline.

LETTRES DU BRASSUS RECOGNIZED WITH MERCURY AND ASTRID AWARDS
It is ordinarily the case that decorum and,

been named the winner of three different

calibre of competition from around the world.

frankly speaking, refined manners, dictate

Mercury Awards for 2007: Grand Award

Blancpain was officially recognized for its

that the recipient of an award never speaks

Winner for Writing (all categories of publica-

Mercury Awards at the award ceremony

of it. The award itself calls all the attention

tions); Gold Award for Writing (magazine

held in New York on March 13.

that is appropriate. But as the world of pub-

category) and Honors Award for Design and

Even though Lettres du Brassus has been

lishing, unlike, for example the world of

one prize from Astrid, Silver Award for design.

in existence for but two years, these three

movie making, bequeaths its honors in pri-

Nearly 1000 publications, submitted from

Mercury Awards and one Astrid Award bring

vate away from public spotlights, brief men-

23 countries competed for this year’s

the award total earned by Blancpain for the

tion to our readership should not be seen as

Mercury and Astrid Awards. 100 profession-

magazine to five. Last year, Blancpain won

an affront to modesty.

als, members of the International Academy

the Silver medal from the European compe-

The most prestigious awards in corporate

of Communications Arts and Sciences, com-

tition Best of Corporate Publishing in the

publishing are known as the International

prised the judging juries. The Academy

business to consumers category.

Mercury Awards for general quality and the

members constitute a “Who’s Who” in the

Astrid Awards for design. Both Mercury and

world of corporate publishing. The standard

Astrid awards are governed by the same

of review was rigorous as each entry was

organization of publishing professionals,

reviewed at least three times by judging

Mercom. Blancpain was honoured to have

juries. The juries evaluated each publication
to determine how it met its stated objectives, how well it communicated to its audience, its level of imaginative and creative
solutions, its use of illustrative material and
the overall expression of its message.
Blancpain is deeply humbled to have been recognized with the four awards, including the
Grand Award, when measured against this
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